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February 13, 1989 (Information) SECY-89-054

For: The Commissioners

From:

Subject:

Purpose:

Discussion:

Victor Stello, Jr.
Executive Director for Operations

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS FOR REVIEW OF SPENT FUEL CASK DESIGNS

To provide a response to the Commission request to address
the resources needed to handle license applications'for cask
designs (M881019).

At the conclusion of a briefing of the Commission, held on
different cask designs for shipping and storing spent fuel,
October 19, 1988, the Commission requested the staff to
address the resources required for review of applications
for spent fuel cask designs. In response, the staff has
assessed the projected workload, over the next ten years, for
applications under 10 CFR Part 71, for certificates of
compliance for casks for offsite transportation of spent fuel,
and for applications under 10 CFR Part 72, for dry storage of
spent fuel at reactor sites. These staff estimates are
provided below.

Approximately 26 to 30 spent fuel shipping cask designs will be
submitted to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for
certification in the next ten years. The Office of Nuclear
Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) staff estimates that
13 to 15 spent fuel cask designs will be submitted for NRC
certification between fiscal years 1989 to 1993 (FY89-FY93).
Commercial applicants will submit five of the designs, and
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) will submit eight to ten
designs.
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DOE's shipment of spent fuel under the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act (NWPA) of 1982 would require NRC to certify six new spent
fuel cask designs during FY90-FY93. DOE offices involved in
non-NWPA activities (e.g., Naval Reactors, Defense Programs, etc.)
would submit the remaining two to four casks.

Since the review and certification of a spent fuel cask
design under Part 71 requires approximately one staff-year,
the resources required to certify the design applications
received during FY89-FY93 would be approximately 13 to 15
staff-years. These resources cover only the review of new
spent fuel casks and do not include the review of modifications
to existing spent fuel casks or the certification of other
types of shipping containers.

DOE is less certain about its requirements for NWPA casks after
FY93; however, it projects the need for a second series of
spent fuel casks starting around FY94. The staff's best
estimate is that the number of DOE and commercial casks,
other than those for NWPA shipments, will remain level through
FY98. Accordingly, the resources needed to review spent fuel

--casks between FY89-98 are estimated to be 26 to 30 staff-years.

The resources contained in the FY 1989-1993 Five-Year Plan are
adequate for NRC to review and certify spent fuel shipping casks
on the schedules that DOE requests. However, the staff is now
planning to conduct inspections of the implementation of quality
assurance programs for shipping casks. These inspections will
likely be conducted by NMSS and are expected to require 2-4
staff-years per year for all transport packages. The NMSS staff
expects to make resource adjustments during the FY 1990-1994
Five-Year Plan update to cover these inspection activities. These
adjustments will consider future efficiencies expected in in DOE's
cask applications.

Based on very limited experience under our present regulations,
review of a topical report for a dry spent fuel storage cask
requires about one-half staff-year and $200,000, and a license
application for at-reactor-site storage, which references a
reviewed topical report, requires one staff-year and $200,000.
Over the next few years, through about FY93, the staff expects
that new license applications will average two per year. Also,
as dry storage technology develops the staff estimates topical
reports for cask designs will average about one per year for the
next decade.
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Over the entire period to about year 2000, about 35 to 45
reactor sites will need additional spent fuel storage capacity.
Thus, in the mid-to-late 1990's, site-specific licensing of dry
storage might be expected to increase; however, the new rulemaking
in preparation should meet this need, while also avoiding large
expenditures of staff resources. The staff is preparing for
Commission consideration a draft proposed amendment to Part 72.
The rulemaking establishes regulations for a general license to
power reactor operating licensees to use certified dry spent fuel
storage casks at their reactor sites. This new dry storage
option would greatly reduce site-specific licensing. The staff
expects that many utilities will avoid applying for site-specific
dry storage licenses and make use of the general license
provisions of Part 72. Thus, the staff expects few, if any,
site-specific applications in the mid-to-late 1990's.

Victor Stello, Jr.
Executive Director
for Operations
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RULEMAKING ISSUE
April 27, 1989 (Affirmation) SECY-89-140

_ *!-.The Commissioners

William C. Parler
General Counsel

SubJect: NEPA REVIEW PROCEDURES FOR GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES
FOR HIGH-LEVEL WASTE

Purpose: To obtain Commission approval for publication of a final
rule in the Federal Register. -

Summary: The Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended, provides
direction to the Commission with respect to the
implementation of NEPA in the course of repository
licensing proceedings. Pursuant to this direction, the
Commission last year approved a proposed rule which, among
other things, would limit its own independent review of
NEPA issues to situations involving significant new
information or new considerations. The staff has reviewed
the nine comment -letters received in -response to
publication of the proposed rule. The comments, though in
some cases quite critical, present no new policy or legal
considerations. Accordingly, with certain minor |
refinements, the staff is now recommending promulgation of/
a final rule along the lines of the one previously
proposed.

Background:

Discussion:

Contact:
Zames R.- Wo'

The proposed rule was presented to the Commission for its
consideration, on March 2, 1988, in SECY-88-60.
Publication in the Federal Register occurred on May 5, 1988
(53 FR 16131). (See also -ECY 861, February 12, 1986;
SECY-86-51-A, April 22, 1986; SECY-86-S1B, June 27, 1986).

Section 114(f) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended,
captioned OEnvironmental Impact Statements" specifically
addresses the manner in which both the Department of Energy
(DOE) and the Commission are to discharge their respective
responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969. (Section 114(f) is set out in Attachment A.)
An important element of this provision is that any DOE
environmental impact statement prepared in connection with
a repository proposed to be constructed at the Yucca
Mountain site "shall, to the extent practicable, be adopted
by the Commission in connection with the issuance by the
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Commission of a construction authorization and license for
such repository." Further, "to the extent such statement
Is adopted by the Commission, such adoption shall be deemed
to also satisfy the responsibilities of the Commission
[under NEPA) and no further consideration shall be required

a
OSS*

When the Commission addressed these provisions in the rule
proposed last year, it reviewed both the language and the
legislative history of the statute and concluded that
Congress intended for NRC to undertake an independent
review and weighing of environmental costs and benefits
only where there were significant new considerations or new
information that had not been taken into account by DOE.
In support of this construction, the Commission relied upon
a number of factors - remarks in committee reports and
floor debate (particularly in the House of
Representatives), the opportunities for assessment of
environmental concerns afforded by the State's right to
issue a notice of disapproval (followed by mandatory
Congressional consideration thereof), the requirement that
Judicial challenges to DOE's environmental impact statement
be filed promptly, and the rather stringent timetable for
NRC review of a license application. The Commission
further suggested that a focus upon radiological concerns
would serve to enhance the effectiveness of its license
review.'

The comments submitted in response to the notice of
proposed rulemaking tended, in this regard, either to
support without qualification the Commission's reading of
the statute or, alternatively, to object to it with similar
conviction. In the latter case, as the State of Nevada put
it, NRC's major underlying premise "is wrong because it
poses, analyzes and answers the wrong question" - viz., how
NRC should review the adequacy of DOE's EIS rather than, as
Nevada would state it, how NRC should perform its own,
independent, NEPA responsibilities. The comments from the
Council on Environmental.Quality reflect a similar
perspective.

The staff has reviewed with care the arguments advanced by
the State and others of a similar mind. While disagreement
with the Commission's conclusions is evident, there is I
little if any debate with the reasonableness and relevance
of the considerations advanced by the Commission in support
of its point of view. Rather than examine the particular t
meaning and context of the NWPA, the emphasis in these 0oo1
comments was placed upon precedents dealing with agencylia
responsibilities under NEPA generally. -dig
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Turning now to the Department of Energy, we consider first
its concern about the role of the Commission in connection
with DOE's preparation of an EIS. The Commission had taken
the position that NRC should function as a commenting
agency, but not as a cooperating agency! asdefined inEQ
regulations. A-cooperating iAgency itt had been noted,
participates in EIS preparation - at the request of the
lead-agency - by developing information and preparing
environmental analyses including portions of the EIS
concerning which the cooperating agency has special
expertise. The staff continues to believe-that NWPA
contemplates no such involvement 'by NRC n "the NEPA review
for a geologic repository. On the other hand, it does seem
proper to comment on the DOE draft EIS;-so that NRC
concerns and suggestions can be taken into account. The-
proposed rule, as explained by the Commission, would allow
for NRC to act in a commenting capacity. The preamble to
the recommended final rule would point out that NRC's
involvement would begin with DOE's scoping process, thereby
assuring DOE that this agency would not stand mute while
important decisions were being made.

t~ip

DOE also took exception to the Comnisslon's emphasis upon
the Department's continuing obligation to supplement its
EIS, but the staff regards the position of the proposed
rule with respect to this issue to be sound. As a general
rule, it will fail-to DOE to do-an environmental
assessment, and supplement its EIS as needed, whenever
there are substantial changes in its proposed actions or
there are significant new circumstances or information
relevant to environmental concerns and bearing upon the
proposed action or its impacts. In principle, there may
also be situations in which NRC may need to prepare its own
supplemental EIS; and the proposed rule gave recognition to
this possible eventuality. The proper procedure must await
analysis in the context of the facts that arise in the
course of adjudication; for the present, it suffices to
note that the rule provides the flexibility and guidance
that will accommodate a decision and course of action that
is in accordance with law.

The only substantive revision-being recommended by the
staff concerns the procedure for a. site that may be
proposed by a Negotiator, pursuant to Title [V of NWPA, as
amended." In this situationthe statute specifically
'provides for adoption under-the standard set out in CEQ
regulations. A conforming change is needed to ensure that
this standard is implemented.

Copies of all comments received, along with a comment
analysis by the staff, are included in the enclosures to
this staff paper.
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Commission resource needs to implement the provisions of
NWPA have been reflected in programmatic budget requests.
Thus, no significant new resource expenditures will be
required by issuance of the amendments.

Coordination: The Executive Director for Operations concurs 16 the
recommendations of this paper.

Recommendation: That the Commission:

1. Approve for publication in the Federal Register the
amendments to Parts 2, 51, and 60 enclosed here
(Enclosure A) which provide for the implementation of
NEPA in the licensing of DOE activities with respect
to a geologic repository for high-level radioactive
waste.

2. Certify that this rule, if promulgated, will not have
a s gnificant economic impact on a substantial number
of small entities. This certification is necessary in
order to satisfy the requirements of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C. 605(a).

3. Deny in part the petition for rulemaking (PRM-60-2A)
filed by the States of Nevada and Minnesota.

4. Note:

a. This regulation is the type of action described
in categorical exclusions 10 CFR 51.22(c)(1) and
(3). Therefore, neither an environmental impact
statement not an environmental assessment has
been prepared for this regulation.

b. The Chief Counsel for Advocacy of the Small
Business Administration will be informed by the
Division of Rules and Records of the certifica-
tion regarding economic impact on small entities.

c. The Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation of the
Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works,
the Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment of
the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee,
and the Subcommittee on Energy and Power of the
House Energy and Commerce Committee will be
informed by a letter similar to Enclosure B.

d. This rule contains no new or amended record-
keeping, reporting, or application requirement,
or any other type of information collection
requirement, subject to the Paperwork Reduction
Act (Pub. L. 96-511).
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e. The Office of Governmental and Public Affairs has
determined that it is necessary to issue a public
announcement similar to Enclosure C in connection
with these amendments.

f. The recommended changes from the proposed rule
are provided in comparative text as Enclosure D.

g. Public comments on the proposed rule are provided
as Enclosure E.

h. A staff analysis of the public comments is
provided as Enclosure F.

i. Enclosure G contains the Commission's notice of
receipt of the rulemaking petition (PRM-60-2A)
from the States of Nevada and Minnesota. A brief
notice of the Commission's action with respect to
the petition will be published in the Federal
Register; it will state that the petitoTn is
deiiTe-dn part and will refer to the present
rulemaking (Enclosure A) for further information.

William C. Parler
General Counsel

Attachment: NWPA, as amended,
Section 114(f).

Enclosures:
A. Federal Register Notice

with final amendments to
10 CFR Parts 2, 51, 60.

B. Draft Congressional Letter.
C. Public Announcement.
D. Comparative Text.
E. Public Comment Letters.
F. Public Comment Analysis.
G. Notice of Receipt of PRM-60-2A.
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Commissioners' comments-or consent should be provided directly
to SECY by c.o.b. Monday, May 15, 1989.

Commission staff office comments, if any, should be submitted
to the Commissioners NLT Monday, May 8, 1089, with an information
copy to SECY. If thepaper is of such a nature that it requires
additional time for analytical review and comment, the Commissioners
and the Secretariat should be apprised of when comments may be
expected.

This paper is tentatively scheduled for affirmation at an open
meeting during the week of May 8, 1989. Please refer to the
appropriate Weekly Commission Schedule, when published, for a
specific date and time.
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ATTACHMENT A

Section 114(f) of The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended

(f) ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMET.-r(1) Any recommenda-
tion made by the Secretary under this section shall be considered a
major Federal action significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment for purposes of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.). A final environmental
impact statement prepared by the Secretary under such Act shall
accompany any recommendation to the President to approve a site
for a repository.

"(2) With respect to the requirements imposed by the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.), compli-
ance with the procedures and requirements of this Act shall be
deemed adequate consideration of the need for a repositor., the time
of the initial availability of a repository, and all alte natives to the
isolation of high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel in a
repos~itory.

(3) For purposes of complying with the requirements of the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U .S.C. 4321 et seq.)
and this section, the Secretary need not consider alternate sites to
the Yucca Mountain site Zor the repository to be developed under
this subtitle.

"(4) Any environmental impact statement prepared in connection
with a repository proposed to be constructed by the Secretary under
this subtitl shall, to the extent practicable, be adopted by the
Commission In connection with the Issuance by the Commission of a
construction authorization and license for such repository. To the
extent such statement is adopted by the Commission, such adoption
shall be deemed to also satisfy the responsibilities of the Commission
under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 US.C
4321 et seq.) and no further consideration shall be required, except
that nothing in this subsection shall affect any independent respon-
sibilities of the Commission to protect the public health and safety
under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (42 US.C. 2011 et seq).

(5) Nothing in this A:t shall be construed to amend or otherwise
detract from the licensing requirements of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission established in title 11 of the Energy Reorganization Act
or 1974 (42 US.C. 5841 et seq.).

16) In any such statement prepared with respect to the repository
to be constructed under this subtitle, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission need not consider the need for a repository, the time of
initial availability of a repository, alternate sites to the Yucca
Mountain site, or nongeologic alternatives to such site.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR Parts 2, 51 and 60

NEPA Review Procedures for Geologic Repositories for High-Level Waste

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is adopting procedures for

implementation of the National Environmental Policy Act with respect to

geologic repositories for high-level radioactive waste. In accordance with

the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended, the Commission will adopt,

to the extent practicable, the final environmental impact statement prepared

by the Department of Energy that accompanies a recommendation to the

President for repository development. The rule recognizes that the primary

responsibility for evaluating environmental impacts lies with the Department

of Energy; and, consistent with this view, it sets out the standards and

procedures that would be used in determining whether adoption of the

Department's final environmental impact statement is practicable.

EFFECTIVE DATE:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: James R. Wolf, Office of the General

Counsel, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. 20555,

Telephone (301) 492-1641.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Under applicable law, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission exercises

regulatory authority with respect to the developments operation, and

permanent closure of one or more geologic repositories for high-level

radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel. In connection with the exercise

of this authority, the Commission is required by the National Environmental

Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), to give appropriate consideration to the

environmental impacts of its actions. The scope of such consideration and

the procedure to be followed by the Commission in fulfilling its NEPA

responsibilities are addressed by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as

amended (NWPA). This statute directs the Commission to adopt the

environmental impact statement (EIS) prepared by the Department of Energy

(the applicant for the NRC license with respect to the repository) "to the

extent practicable," with the further proviso that adoption of DOE's EIS

shall be deemed to satisfy the Commission's NEPA responsibilities "and no

further consideration shall be required.' The Commission has been engaged

in rulemaking to implement this statutory framework.

The Commission accordingly undertook a careful review of the text and

statutory history of the pertinent provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy

Act. The results of this review were presented in the notice of proposed

rulemaking published in the Federal Register on May 5, 1988, 53 FR 16131.

As summarized therein:

(1) The Commission will conduct a thorough review of DOE's draft EIS

and will provide comments to DOE regarding the adequacy of the

statement.

PT51FINL3 - 4/20/89
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(2) If requested by Congress pursuant to the NWPA, the Commission will

provide comments on DOE's EIS to the Congress with respect to a State

or Tribal notice of disapproval of a designated site.

(3) The NRC will find it practicable to adopt DOE's EIS (or any DOE

supplemental EIS) unless:

(a) The action proposed to be taken by the NRC differs in an

environmentally significant way from the action described in DOE's

license application, or

(b) Significant and substantial new information or new

considerations render the DOE EIS inadequate.

(4) The DOE EIS will accompany the application through the Commission's

review process, but will be subject to litigation in NRC's licensing

proceeding only where factors 3(a) or 3(b) are present.

In accordance with NWPA, the'primary responsibility for evaluating

environmental impacts lies with DOE, and DOE would therefore be

required to supplement the EIS, whenever necessary, to consider changes

in its proposed activities or any significant new information.

The Commission received nine letters of comment in response to its

notice of proposed rulemaking. The commenters were the State of Nevada

(Nuclear Waste Project Office), the U.S. Department of Energy, the Council

on Environmental Quality, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and

several private organizations (the Nevada Nuclear Waste Task Force, the

Environmental Defense Fund, the Southwest Research and Information Center,

the Sierra Club, and the Edison Electric Institute).

PT51FINL3 - 4/20/89
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After reviewing and giving careful consideration to all the comments

received, the Commission now adopts, in substantial part, the position set

forth in its earlier notice. In particular, the Commission continues to

emphasize its view that its role under NWPA is oriented toward health and

safety issues and that, in general, nonradiological environmental issues are

intended to be resolved in advance of NRC licensing decisions through the

actions of the Department of Energy, subject to Congressional and Judicial

review in accordance with NWPA and other applicable law. The Commission

anticipates that many environmental questions would have been, or at least

could have been, adjudicated in connection with an environmental impact

statement prepared by DOE, and such questions should not be reopened in

proceedings before NRC.

STATE OF NEVADA COMMENTS

We begin with the comments presented by the State of Nevada not only

because of its important sovereign interests, but because of the fundamental

nature of the issues that are raised. In Nevada's view, NRC 'poses,

analyzes and answers the wrong question." According to Nevada, the question

is how NRC should perform its own, independent, NEPA responsibilities and

not how NRC should review and approve the adequacy of DOE's EIS.

Having posed the question in terms of responsibilities under NEPA,

Nevada reviews the many cases that hold that where a major federal action

involves two or more federal agencies, each agency must evaluate the

environmental consequences of the entire project and determine independently

PT51FINL3 - 4/20/89
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whether the statutory requirements have been satisfied. NRC is not relieved

from the responsibility of making such an independent determination,

according to the State, because it would still be able to carry out its

licensing responsibilities in a manner consistent with law. NRC, which is

directed by NWPA to adopt the DOE environmental impact statement "to the

extent practicable,' need only do so to the extent that it is otherwise

within the customary practice of the agency.

The views of the State bring the question into sharp focus. If the

issue were properly to be posed as Nevada urges - i.e., with an assumption

that the Commisslon's NEPA responsibilities are not modified by NWPA - then

the regulatory language suggested in its comment letter would have merit.

But'the Commission firmly believes that the law was intended to have all

matters associated with the environmental impacts of repository development

considered and decided, to the fullest extent practicable, apart from NRC

licensing proceedings. As explained when the proposed rule was published,

this interpretation is supported both by the specific legislative and

Judicial review procedures built into the statutory structure and by-the

accompanying legislative history. The Commission believes that the result

is sensible. Concerns arising under NEPA -- if not resolved through the

negotiation procedures established by NWPA -- would be adjudicated early,

with finality, and with every reasonable argument being capable of being

advanced to the oversight of Congress and the courts. From that point on,

in the absence of substantial new information or other new considerations,

it would be proper to inquire only whether the specific detailed proposal of

the Department of Energy could be implemented in a manner consistent with

PTSIFINL3 - 4/20/89
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the health and safety of the public. The resolution of issues in this

manner for purposes of NEPA would in no event affect the framing or decision

of health and safety issues, under the Atomic Energy Act, in NRC licensing

Iproceedings.

Although quite different statutory schemes are involved, we perceive a

parallel with issues raised in Quivira Mining Company v. NRC, 866 F.2d 1246

(10th Cir. 1989). That case concerned regulations adopted by NRC pursuant

to the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978. It considered,

among other things, the extent to which NRC, in giving the due

consideration to economic costs" required by the statute, could rely upon a

cost-benefit study previously carried out by the Environmental Protection

Agency to support EPA's rulemaking responsibilities. The Commission

concluded that since the agencies' actions coincided in material respects,

all statutory language would retain significant force and effect, and the

time period allowed for the issuance of its regulations was inadequate for

an independent study, Congress did not wish to require the NRC to perform a

second cost-benefit analysis. The Court found the legislative history, as

well as the statutory language, to be ambiguous on the question; as such, it

upheld the NRC construction. Here, given the identity of the actions being

1The State took exception to the standard for completeness of
information in a license application -- viz. the "reasonably available'
standard of 10 CFR 60.24. Although the matter is not strictly at issue
in this rulemaking, the Commission regards the State's concern in this
regard to be overdrawn. While information may be sufficient to meet
the requirements of 60.24, this in no way implies that such information
will prove to be sufficient to meet the applicant's burden of
persuasion under 60.31.

PT51FINL3 - 4/20/89
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considered by the two agencies (DOE and NRC), we believe it to be a fair

reading of Congressional intent that NRC can adequately exercise its NEPA

decisionmaking responsibility with respect to a repository by relying upon

DOE's environmental impact statement. As in Quivira Mining, the timing

requirement - under NWPA, a three-year licensing process for a unique

facility, involving standards of exceptional complexity, requiring

disputatious predictions of future human activity and natural processes for

thousands of years - supplies practical support for our Interpretation.

Congress did not speak to the precise question of the standard to be used in

deciding whether adoption of DOE's environmental impact statement is

practicable; and if our construction is not the only one that might be

proposed, it seems to us to be, at a minimum, "permissible."

Once DOE's EIS has been adopted, the statute expressly relieves the

Commission from further consideration of the environmental concerns

addressed in the statement. Congressional review of a State's resolution of

disapproval - should such a resolution be passed - would permit (and,, most

likely, virtually ensure) that issues other than those to be adjudicated

under the Atomic Energy Act would have been considered and weighed. Under

these circumstances, it would do no violence to national environmental

policy to proscribe further examination in administrative proceedings.

COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY COMMENTS

The Commission invited the Council on Environmental Quality to comment

on the proposed rule. The conclusion of CEQ was similar to that of the

PT51FINL3 - 4/20/89
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State of Nevada. In particular, CEQ read the phrase "to the extent

practicable" to mean that NRC should make an independent evaluation of the

DOE environmental impact statement, adopting some or all of it as

appropriate so as to avoid unnecessary duplication. From the Commission's

perspective, though, the position does not fully take into account the

detailed scheme for environmental review established by NWPA. Neither the

related provisions of the statute (including, for example, those dealing

with legislative and judicial review and establishing time frames for

Commission decisionmaking) are analyzed, nor is there any examination of the

legislative history which, as described in the preamble to the proposed

rule, supports our point of view. We continue to believe that it is clear -

at least in the debates of the House of Representatives with respect to the

bill which, with amendments, was enacted into law - that the Commission role

was intentionally to be directed to health and safety issues to the

exclusion, absent new information or new considerations, of issues arising

under NEPA.

It is worth noting, though, that CEQ recognizes that the Commission

might "defer" to a court finding that the DOE environmental impact statement

is adequate. This is certainly close, if not identical to, the Commission's

position that a judicial finding of adequacy would preclude further

litigation of the matter in NRC licensing proceedings.

PT51FINL3 - 4/20/89
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COMMENTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

The environmental organizations' comments included a-number of

arguments similar to those of the State of Nevada with respect to the

Commission's customary NEPA responsibilities. As already indicated, it is

our view that Congress intended, under NWPA, for NRC to accept the DOE EIS

in the absence of substantial new considerations or new information. We

reject the suggestion made by the Sierra Club that the approach we have

outlined amounts to an abdication of any Commission responsibility.

In addition, however, a number of comments of somewhat narrower scope

were submitted by environmental organizations (as well as by the State of

Nevada) and are addressed here.

One matter that particularly concerned the private Nevada Nuclear Waste

Task Force involved the relationship .between the Judicial process and the

Commission's administrative process. The Task Force cautioned that NRC

should not rely on there having been a court ruling with regard to the

adequacy of DOE's environmental impact statement in advance of the

Commission's licensing decision (when a Judicial finding of inadequacy,

affecting much or little of the EIS, could be treated as a new

consideration). In fact, such reliance is not essential. It is our

expectation that, under NWPA, a petition for review of the EIS would need to

have been filed roughly contemporaneously with DOE's submission of a license

application to NRC, and that Judgment might have been entered within the

three years envisaged for Commission licensing. Whether or not this proves

to be the case is not controlling, for the standard for adoption does not

PTSFINL3 - 4/20/89
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rest upon collateral estoppel principles. Similarly, we find it beside the

point to speculate regarding the possibility that a reviewing court might

delay its decision on the adequacy until it sees the NRC conclusions in the

licensing proceeding. Such delay would not stand in the way of the

Commission's taking final action.

Although we thus do not rest our position upon the availability of a

prior Judgment of a court, we reiterate our view, as described in the

preamble to the proposed rule, that such a Judgment, if entered, would be

controlling on the question of the adequacy of the EIS; and if the EIS were

found to be adequate, it would be practicable for the Commission to adopt

it.

We were criticized for suggesting that members of the public might be

precluded from raising issues anew on the grounds that they had been

represented by State officials in prior Judicial proceedings. This position

was claimed to be inconsistent with HRC intervention rules which, it is

correctly argued, traditionally consider the interests of the state in which

a facility is located as being distinguishable from the interests of

particular members of the public who may be affected by the issuance of a

license. Our first response is that our case law with respect to standing

for purposes of intervention does not necessarily apply in the context of

collateral estoppel or issue preclusion, where the policies of repose come

into play. But, in addition, we would reach the same result even if

informed members of the public were not constrained by the putative prior

Judgment against the state; for in that event their failure to pursue their

claims within the 180 days specified by Section 119 of NWPA would operate as

a bar.
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The Commission's position that failure to challenge DOE's environmental

impact statement promptly in the courts bars subsequent challenge to that

EIS in NRC proceedings was also criticized. Commenters suggested, instead,

that affected parties may decide for reasons of litigative strategy or

otherwise to contest questions regarding the repository in NRC licensing

proceedings rather than by going to court about the DOE environmental impact

statement. But such a unilateral decision on their part cannot operate as a

means to circumvent the clear policy of the NWPA requiring prompt

adjudication of the issues raised by the EIS. When there has been a full

and fair opportunity to raise the challenge, a party's failure to avail

itself should in our view be regarded as an abandonment of its right to do

so many years later. See Oregon Natural Resources Council v. U.S. Forest

Service, 834 F.2d 842, 847 (9th Cir. 1987).

There is force to a commenter's suiggestion that our.proposed rules

failed to take account of an EIS having been prepared in connection with a

Negotiator-selected site, in which case the Commission review would be

governed by Section 407 of NWPA, as amended, 42 USC 10247, instead of

Section 114, 42 USC 10134. One difference, as pointed out by the comment,

is that for a Negotiator-selected site DOE makes no formal recommendation to

the President and the President makes no decision with respect to approval

of the site. This difference alone would not affect the approach we take to

discharging our NEPA responsibilities, in part because we would expect early

judicial review to be available even in the absence of a Presidential

decision. In this regard, NWPA authorizes a civil action to review any EIS

prepared with respect to many action" under the applicable subpart and,
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given our perspective on the intended allocation of functions between DOE

and NRC, many action" could include the Secretary of Energy's submission of

an application to the Commission. We think the intent of Congress, as

evidenced by the considerable parallelism of the language-employed, was

generally to establish the same sort of role for the Commission with respect

to any site - whether at Yucca Mountain or at a Negotiator-selected

location. We recognize that it is our obligation "to consider the Yucca

Mountain site as an alternate to [the Negotiator-selected site] In the

preparation of" an EIS. This obligation will be discharged, though, to the

extent of our adoption of the DOE environmental impact statement, provided

that the alternative sites were addressed therein.

One aspect of the Negotiator-selected site provisions does have to be

taken into account, however. For a Negotiator-selected site, a Commission

decision to adopt the environmental impact statement must be made "in

accordance with section 1506.3 of title 40, Code of Federal Regulations,'

a limitation that we found not to apply to the EIS submitted under Section

114 of NWPA. Under the cited section of the CEQ regulations, the Commission

may only adopt the DOE statement if it is 'adequate.' While a Judicial

decision on the point would be controlling, we would otherwise need to make

an independent Judgment in accordance with established practice. The final

regulations reflect this possibility. In passing, though, we observe that

we find nothing anomalous in having this responsibility in the case of a

Negotiator-selected site but not in the case of the Congressionally-

designated site at Yucca Mountain, for in the latter case there are
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opportunities for State disapproval and Congressional consideration

that serve to provide a forum outside the Department for the evaluation of

environmental concerns.

We are not persuaded by the comment that took exception to our

requirement that needed supplements to the EIS would, as a general rule,

have to be prepared by DOE - and that DOE's failure to comply with this

requirement might be grounds for denial of a construction authorization. It

seems to us that such supplementation by DOE would ordinarily be appropriate

whenever, in the light of new information or new considerations, its

proposed action may give rise to significant environmental impacts that were

not addressed in its original EIS.

We were urged to reconsider our position with respect to the imposition

of license conditions directed at mitigation of adverse environmental

impacts. We had suggested that DOE could itself be held accountable for

compliance with the mitigation measures described in its EIS, so that there

was no need for them to be subject to litigation in NRC proceedings. The

basis for our position is that the departure from planned mitigation

measures may well be a major Federal action having significant environmental

impacts, which would necessitate the preparation of an environmental impact

statement for a project that was otherwise determined to be without

significant impact. But, in any event, we see no basis for employing our

regulatory authority in this instance to police DOE's compliance with its

mitigation plans; it will be subject to no more and no less oversight from

interested persons than would be the case for many other developmental

projects carried out, after preparation of appropriate environmental
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documentation, by Federal departments and agencies. To permit the

mitigation measures to be litigated in NRC administrative proceedings -

legitimate as this may be in other contexts - would run counter to the

direction of the NWPA. It would bring in through the back door at least

some of the contentions which, in our view, were to be settled in other

forums.

An argument was made that amended Section 114(f)(6) -- which provides

that 'the Commission' need not consider enumerated factors in any EIS prepared

with respect to a repository -- indicates that Congress intended for NRC to

issue its own EIS. The language in question appears to have been designed

as an editorial measure, lacking substantive effect. The legislative

history, cited with the proposed rule, demonstrates that no important change

was being made in NRC's NEPA responsibilities, which under the 1982 statute

were limited in the manner we have described. The statutory language is not

surplusage, for NRC may have an obligation to prepare a supplemental EIS

where there are new considerations or new information.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY COMMENTS

The Department of Energy, which is the prospective applicant affected

by the proposed rules, agreed that NWPA counsels against wide-ranging

independent examination by NRC of environmental concerns during the course

of the licensing proceedings. DOE also concurred with NRC's view that a

judicial determination of adequacy of an EIS precludes further litigation of

that issue and that failure to raise an issue within the time set out in
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NWPA bars later challenge. The other DOE comments call for some

clarification of the Commission's intentions, but do not prompt any

fundamental change of the position that had previously been outlined.

For example, we can put to rest DOE's concern that NRC might defer its

acceptance review of the license application until the entire Judicial

review process on the EIS had run its course. Under the amendments, both as

proposed and as adopted, the acceptance review applies only to the

completeness of 'the application, not 'the application or environmental

report" as under existing 10 CFR 2.101(f)(2).

We believe we can also satisfy DOE's concern with respect to our

mention, at 53 FR 16132, that there may be a need for multiple EIS's." The

point being made was not that NRC might need to prepare its own EIS when DOE

had already done so. but that the licensing process may involve more than

one maJor federal action (for example,-the construction of the repository on

the one hand and the emplacement of waste on the other) that could

necessitate the preparation of a supplemental EIS if not an entirqly new

one, c4L6 .
Th }4.t~ Prop Ivan Ad 4W AQAThe spnsibiity for slpplementation was another point of contention.

DOE - along with some of the other commenters - argued that it would be

inappropriate for it to be obliged to supplement its completed EIS in order

to satisfy any independent NEPA responsibilities of the Commission. We

agree with this statement. But, as DOE itself acknowledges, it might need

to supplement the EIS if It were to make a substantial change in the

proposed action or if significant new circumstances or information were to
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become available. That is all that is required by the regulatory language

(10 CFR 60.24(c)).

However, in support of its position, DOE suggested that NRC adoption

under the NWPA provisions was related specifically to the EIS 'submitted as

part of the Department's recomnendation to the President.' But the language

of Section 114(f) quite clearly applies to Zany environmental impact state-

ment prepared in connection with a repository proposed to be constructed" by

DOE under NWPA.

DOE is correct in pointing out that a supplemental EIS would not

necessarily be required in the event of a substantial change in the proposed

action, where the change and the impacts thereof had previously been

considered in the original statement.

The principal remaining issue raised by DOE's comments concerns the

appropriate role of NRC in DOE's NEPA activities. DOE suggests that NRC

should be a "cooperating agency," a role that the Council on Environmental

Quality has recognized as being appropriate in the licensor-licensee

context. We are not persuaded. The present situation is unique because -

unlike the customary licensor-licensee situation - the particular statute

guiding our approach (L.e., NWPA) removes the balancing of environmental

considerations from our independent Judgment. Under these circumstances, it

strikes us as particularly out of place for NRC to undertake the kind of

critical evaluation that a "cooperating agency" should perform in the

preparation of an EIS. The Commission, nevertheless, has jurisdiction and

expertise that it can, and will, bring to DOE's attention as a commenting

agency through the entire DOE NEPA process. We shall not hesitate, in
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particular, to raise concerns that might subsequently also require

adjudication, under the standards of the Atomic Energy Act; in our licensing

proceedings. Other issues, of course, can be identified in our comments as

well. In other words, NRC as a commenting agency can and will play an

important constructive role all the while from the scoping stage through

preparation of the environmental impact statement; but as the sole

responsibility for weighing the environmental impacts in support of a

recommendation to the President is vested in DOE, DOE properly should be the

agency with formal sponsorship of the EIS as well.

We respond, finally, to DOE's claim that the requirement for DOE to

inform the Commission of the status of legal action on the repository is

unnecessary, since this information is a matter of public record. As a

general rule, the applicant has the burden-of placing on the record those

factual matters upon which NRC decisions may be predicated. Although we

have not placed sole reliance upon principles of issue preclusion

(collateral estoppel), it remains our position that a final judgment of a

reviewing court with respect to the adequacy of the DOE final environmental

impact statement would be controlling and would support our adoption of such

FEIS. Accordingly, it is appropriate for DOE to report on the status

thereof.

INDUSTRY COMMENTS

Comments received from Edison Electric Institute generally supported

the.Commission's view that its essential responsibility under NWPA is to
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address radiological safety issues under the Atomic Energy Act, and that the

requirements of NEPA were substantively modified as they apply to the

high-level nuclear waste program.

We decline to follow EEI's suggestion that issues related to adoption e1 u 1 4 5r -
of DOE's environmental impact statement be made prior to the hearing process i i

and outside the adjudicatory arena. As we have noted before, the impact

statement does not simply 'accompany" an agency recommendation for action in

the sense of having some independent significance in isolation from the

deliberative process. Rather the impact statement is an integral part of

the Commission's decision. It forms as much a vital part of the NRC's

decisional record as anything else. Public Service Company of Oklahoma

(Black Fox Station, Units 1 and 2), CLI-80-31, 12 NRC 264, 275 (1980). Even

though the range of issues to be considered in the hearing may be limited,

the formal function of the environmental impact statement as an- element of

the licensing decision remains.

Nor do we consider it desirable to dictate firm deadlines for either

the NRC staff to present its position on practicability of adoption or for

the filing of contentions with respect to the practicability of adoption.

On the contrary, we cannot predict when the conditions that potentially

could necessitate supplementation of the EIS - 'new" considerations or "new"

information - might arise. It is our intention that the NRC, staff should

present its position at the outset of the proceeding. Other parties seeking

to litigate the matter would be well advised to file contentions promptly,

as nontimely filings will only be entertained under the conditions described

in 10 CFR 2.714(a)(1).
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CHANGES FROM THE PROPOSED RULE

Section 51.67. Environmental information concerning geologic

repositories.

This section is revised to provide for the submission of environmental

impact statements, pursuant to Title IV of NWPA, as amended, with respect to

a Negotiator-selected site. A further change reflects DOE's comment that

supplement would not be required where a modification to its plans had been

previously addressed by its EIS.

Section 51.109. Public hearings in proceedings for issuance of

materials license with respect to a geologic repository.

Paragraph (c) is revised so that the special criterion for adoption, as

discussed herein, will apply only with respect to the geologic repository at

the Yucca Mountain site. Any EIS for a Negotiator-selected site would be

excluded from the application of this paragraph. A conforming change

appears in paragraph (d).

Paragraph (e) is modified to emphasize that the Commission's customary

policies will be observed except for adoption of an EIS prepared under

Section 114. This is achieved by the insertion of the cross-reference

('in accordance with paragraph (c)") in the introductory clause. As the

language has been modified, it permits the adoption of other DOE

environmental impact statements with respect to a Negotiator-selected site

in accordance with generally applicable law. This includes observance of

the procedures outlined in 40 CFR 1506.3. This is addressed adequately in
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Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 51, Subpart A, and requires no further elaboration

in the text of the rule.

PETITION FOR RULEMAKING

The Commission's earlier notice invited comments upon the related

portions of a petition for rulemaking submitted by the States of Nevada and

Minnesota, PRM-60-2A, 50 FR 51701, December 19, 1985. None of the comments

received by the Commission in response to the notice addressed the petition

as such. (The State of Nevada referred to the petition, recognized that

some of the considerations therein have been mooted, and urged the other

actions discussed herein.) However, the issues identified by the petition

regarding the criteria and procedures for adoption of DOE's EIS have been

considered in this proceeding. -Since the language being-promulgated differs

from that proposed by the petitioners, the section of the petition

pertaining to adoption of DOE's EIS (i.e., Section IV.3) is denied. The

Commission nevertheless observes that although it does not employ the

language proposed by the petitionersi it is in full agreement with the

petitioners' argument that adoption of DOE's EIS must not compromise the

independent responsibilities of NRC to protect the public health and safety

under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Our rulemaking approach is in fact

designed to enhance our ability to address these health and safety issues as

effectively and objectively as possible.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT: CATEGORICAL EXCLUSION

The NRC has determined that this regulation is the type of action described

in categorical exclusions 10 CFR 51.22(c)(1) and (3). Therefore, neither

an environmental impact statement nor an environmental assessment has been

prepared for this regulation.

PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT STATEMENT

The rule contains no information collection requirements and therefore is

not subject to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.).

REGULATORY FLEXIBILITY CERTIFICATION

In accordance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 (5 USC 605(b)),

the Commission certifies that this rule will not have a significant economic

impact on a substantial number of small entities. The only entity subject

to regulation under this amended rule is the U.S. Department of Energy.

LIST OF SUBJECTS IN 10 CFR PART 2

Administrative practice and procedure, Antitrust, Byproduct material,

Classified information Environmental protection, Nuclear materials, Nuclear

power plants and reactors, Penalty, Sex discrimination, Source material,

Special nuclear material, Waste treatment and disposal.
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LIST OF SUBJECTS IN 10 CFR PART 51

Administrative practice and procedure, Environmental impact statement,

Nuclear materials, Nuclear power plants and reactors, Reporting and record

keeping requirements.

LIST OF SUBJECTS IN 10 CFR PART 60

High-level waste, Nuclear power plants and reactors, Nuclear materials,

Penalty, Reporting and record keeping requirements, Waste treatment and

disposal.

ISSUANCE

For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the authority of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganization Act of

1974, as amended, the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended,

the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended, and S U.S.C. 553, the NRC

adopts the following amendments to 10 CFR Part 51, and related conforming

amendments to 10 CFR Parts 2 and 60.

PART 2 - RULES OF PRACTICE FOR DOMESTIC LICENSING PROCEEDINGS

1. The authority-citation for Part 2 is revised to read as follows:

Secs. 161, 181, 68 Stat. 948, 953, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201, 2231); sec.
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191, as amended, Pub. L. 87-615, 76 Stat. 409 (42 U.S.C. 2241); sec. 201, 88

Stat. 1242. as amended (42 U.S.C. 5841); 5 U.S.C. 552.

Section 2.101 also issued under secs. 53, 62, 63, 81, 103, 104, 105, 68

Stat. 930, 932, 933, 935, 936, 937, 938, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2073, 2092,

2093, 2111, 2133, 2134, 2135); sec. 114(f), Pub. L. 97-425, 96 Stat. 2213,

as amended (42 U.S.C. 10134(f)); sec. 102, Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat. 853, as

amended (42 U.S.C. 4332); sec. 301, 88 Stat. 1248 (42 U.S.C. 5871). Sec-

tions 2.102, 2.103, 2.104, 2.105, 2.721 also issued under secs. 102, 103,

104, 105, 183, 189, 68 Stat. 936, 937, 938, 954, 955, as amended (42 U.S.C.

2132, 2133, 2134, 2135, 2233, 2239). Section 2.105 also issued under Pub.

L. 97-415, 96 Stat. 2073 (42 U.S.C. 2239). Sections 2.200-2.206 also issued

under secs. 186, 234, 68 Stat. 955, 83 Stat. 444, as amended (42 U.S.C.

2236, 2282); sec. 206, 88 Stat. 1246 (42 U.S.C. 5846). Sections 2.600-2.606

also issued under sec. 102, Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat. 853, as amended (42

U.S.C. 4332). Sections 2.700a, 2.719 also Issued under 5 U.S.C. 554.

Sections 2.754, 2.760, 2.770 also issued under 5 U.S.C. 557. Section 2.790

also issued under sec. 103, 68 Stat. 936, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2133) and 5

U.S.C. 552. Sections 2.800 and 2.808 also issued under 5 U.S.C. 553.

Section 2.809 also issued under 5 U.S.C. 553 and sec. 29, Pub. L. 85-256, 71

Stat. 579, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2039). Subpart K also issued under sec.

189, 68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C. 2239); sec. 134, Pub. L. 97-425, 96 Stat. 2230

(42 U.S.C. 10154). Appendix A also issued under sec. 6, Pub. L. 91-560, 84

Stat. 1473 (42 U.S.C. 2135). Appendix Boalso issued under sec. 10, Pub. L.

99-240, 99 Stat. 1842 (42 U.S.C. 2021b et seq.).
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2. In section 2.101, paragraphs (f)(1), (2), (4). (5), and (7) are

revised to read as follows:

§ 2.101 Filing of application.

* * ** .*

(f)(1) Each application for a license to receive and possess high-level

radioactive waste at a geologic repository operations area pursuant to Part

60 of this chapter and any environmental impact statement required in

connection therewith pursuant to Subpart A of Part 51 of this chapter shall

be processed in accordance with the provisions of this paragraph.

(2) To allow a determination as to whether the application is complete

and acceptable for docketing, it will be initially treated as a tendered

document, and a copy will be available for public inspection in the Commis-

sion's Public Document Room. Twenty copies shall be filed to enable this

determination to be made.

* * * * * *

(4) [Reserved]

(5) If a tendered document is acceptable for docketing, the applicant

will be requested to (I) submit to the Director of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards such additional copies of the application and environmental

impact statement as the regulations in Part 60 and Subpart A of Part 51 of

this chapter require, (Ii) serve a copy of such application and

environmental impact statement on the chief executive of the municipality in

which the geologic repository operations area is to be located, or if the

geologic repository operations area is not to be located within a municft

ipality, on the chief executive of the county (or to the Tribal organiza-
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tion, if it is to be located within an Indian reservation), and (iii) make

direct distribution of additional copies to Federal, State, Indian Tribe,

and local officials In accordance with the requirements of this chapter and

written instructions from the Director of Nuclear Material Safety and

Safeguards. All such copies shall be completely assembled documents,

identified by docket number. Subsequently distributed amendments to the

application, however, may include revised pages to previous submittals and,

in such cases, the recipients will be responsible for inserting the revised

pages.

* * * * * *

(7) Amendments to the application and supplements to the environmental

Impact statement shall be filed and distributed and a written statement

shall be furnished to the Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards

in the same manner as for the initial application and environmental impact

statement.

* * * * * *

PART 51 - ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION REGULATIONS FOR DOMESTIC LICENSING AND

RELATED REGULATORY FUNCTIONS

3. The authority citation for Part 51 is revised to read as follows:

Sec. 161, 68 Stat. 948, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201); secs. 201, as amended,

202, 88 Stat. 1242, as amended, 1244 (42 U.S.C. 5841, 5842).

Subpart A also issued under National Environmental Policy Aqt of 1969,

secs. 102, 104, 105, 83 Stat. 853-854, as amended (42 U.S.C. 4332, 4334,
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4335); and Pub.L. 95-604, Title II, 92 Stat. 3033-3041. Section 51.22 also

issued under sec. 274, 73 Stat. 688, as amended by 92 Stat. 3036-3038 (42

U.S.C. 2021) and under Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, sec. 121, 96 Stat.

2228 (42 U.S.C. 10141). Secs. 51.43, 51.67, and 51.109 also issued under

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, sec. 114(f), 96 Stat. 2216, as amended

(42 U.S.C. 10134(f)).

4. In § 51.20, existing paragraph (b)(13) is redesignated as paragraph

(b)(14) and a new paragraph (b)(13) is added to read as follows:

§ 51.20 Criteria for and identification of licensing and regulatory

actions requiring environmental impact statements.

* * * * * *

(b) ***

* * * * * *.

(13) Issuance of a construtt1on-authorization and license pursuant to

Part 60 of this chapter.

* * * * * *

5. Section 51.21'is revised to read as follows:

§ 51.21 Criteria for and identification of licensing and regulatory actions

requiring environmental assessments.

All licensing and regulatory actions subJect to this subpart require an

environmental assessment except those identified in § 51.20(b) as requiring

an environmental impact statement, those identified in § 51.22(c) as

categorical exclusions, and those identified in §51.22(d) as other actions

not requiring environmental review. As provided in § 51.22(b), the
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Commission may, in special circumstances, prepare an environmental

assessment on an action covered by a categorical exclusion.

6. Section 51.22 is amended, by revising the heading and adding a new

paragraph (d), to read as follows:

§ 51.22 Criterion for categorical exclusion; identification of licensing

and regulatory actions eligible for categorical exclusion or otherwise

not requiring environmental review.

* * * * * . *

(d) In accordance with section 121 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of

1982 (42 U.S.C. 10141), the promulgation of technical requirements and

criteria that the Commission will apply in approving or disapproving ap-

plications under Part 60 of this chapter shall not require an environmental

impact statement, an environmental assessment, or any environmental review

under subparagraph (E) or (F) of section 102(2) of REPA..

7. In § 51.26, paragraph (a) is revised and a new paragraph (c) is

added, to read as follows:

§ 51.26 Requirement to publish notice of intent and conduct scoping

process.

(a) Whenever the appropriate NRC staff director determines that an

environmental impact statement will be prepared by NRC in connection with a

proposed action, a notice of intent will be prepared as provided in § 51.27,

and will be published in the Federal Register as provided in § 51.116, and

an appropriate scoping process (see §§ 51.27, 51.28 and 51.29) will be

conducted.
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* * * * * *

(c) Upon receipt of an application and accompanying environmental

impact statement under § 60.22 of this chapter (pertaining to geologic

repositories for high-level radioactive waste), the appropriate NRC staff

director will include in the notice of docketing required to be published by

§ 2.101(f)(8) of this chapter a statement of Commission-intention to adopt

the environmental impact statement to the extent practicable. However, if

the appropriate NRC staff director determines, at the time of such

publication or at any time thereafter, that NRC should prepare a

supplemental environmental impact statement in connection with the

Commission's action on the license application, the procedures set out in

paragraph (a) of this section shall be followed.

8. A new § 51.67 is added to read as follows:

§ 51.67 Environmental information concerning geologic repositories.

(a) In lieu of an environmental report, the Department of Energy, as an

applicant for a license or license amendment pursuant to Part 60 of this

chapter, shall submit to the Commission any final environmental impact

statement which the Department prepares in connection with any geologic

repository developed under Subtitle A of Title I, or under Title IV, of the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended. (See § 60.22 of this chapter

as to required time and manner of submission.) The statement shall include,

among the alternatives under consideration, denial of a license or

construction authorization by the Commission.

(b) Under applicable provisions of law, the Department of Energy may be

required to supplement its final environmental impact statement if it makes
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a substantial change in its proposed action that is relevant to

environmental concerns or determines that there are significant new

circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing

on the proposed action or its Impacts. The Department shall submit any

supplement to its final environmental impact statement to the Commission.

(See § 60.22 of this chapter as to required time and manner of submission.)

(c) Whenever the Department of Energy submits a final environmental

impact statement, or a final supplement to an environmental impact

statement, to the Commission pursuant to this section, it shall also inform

the Commiission of the status of any civil action for Judicial review

initiated pursuant to section 119 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.

This status report, which the Department shall update from time to time to

reflect changes in status, shall:

(1) State whether the environmental impact statement has been found by

the courts of the United States to be adequate or inadequate; and

(2) Identify any issues relating to the adequacy of the environmental

impact statement that may remain subject to Judicial review.

9. A new § 51.109 is added to read as follows:

§ 51.109 Public hearings in proceedings for Issuance of materials license

with respect to a geologic repository.

(a) (1) In a proceeding for the issuance of a license to receive and

possess source, special nuclear, and byproduct material at a geologic

repository operations area, the NRC staff shall present its position on

whether it is practicable to adopt, without further supplementation, the

environmental impact statement (including any supplement thereto) prepared

46 -.2,
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by the Secretary of Energy,. If the position of the staff is that

supplementation of the environmental impact statement by NRC is required, it

shall file its final supplemental environmental impact statement with the

Environmental Protection Agency, furnish that statement to commenting

agencies, and make It available to the public, before presenting its

position. In discharging its responsibilities under this paragraph, the

staff shall be guided by the principles set forth in paragraphs (c) and (d)

of this section.

(2) Any other party-to the proceeding who contends that it is not

practicable to adopt the DOE environmental impact statement, as it ray have

been supplemented, shall file a contention to that effect in accordance with

§ 2.714(b) of this-chapter. Such contention must be accompanied by one or

more affidavits which set forth factual and/or technical bases for the claim

that, under the principles set forth -in paragraphs (c) and (d) of this

section, it is not practicable to adopt the DOE environmental impact

statement, as it may have been supplemented. The presiding officer shall

resolve disputes concerning adoption of the DOE environmental impact

statement by using, to the extent possible, the criteria and procedures that

are followed in ruling on motions to reopen under § 2.734 of this chapter.

(b) In any such proceeding, the presiding officer will determine those

matters in controversy among the parties within the scope of NEPA and this

subpart, specifically including whether, and to what extent, it is

practicable to adopt the environmental impact statement prepared by the

Secretary of Energy in connection with the issuance of a construction

authorization and license for such repository.
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(c) The presiding officer will find that it is practicable to adopt any

environmental impact statement prepared by the Secretary of Energy in

connection with a geologic repository proposed.to be constructed under

Title I of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended, unless:

(1)(M) The action proposed to be taken by the Commission differs from

the action proposed in the license application submitted by the Secretary of

Energy; and

(ii) The difference may significantly affect the quality of the human

environment; m

(2) Significant and substantial new information or new considerations

render such environmental impact statement inadequate.

(d) To the extent that the presiding officer determines it to be

practicable, in accordance with paragraph (c), to adopt the environmental

impact statement prepared by the Secretary of Energy, such adoption shall be

deemed to satisfy all responsibilities of the Commission under KEPA and no

further consideration under NEPA or this subpart shall be required.

(e) To the extent that it is not practicable, in accordance with

paragraph (c), to adopt the environmental impact statement prepared by the

Secretary of Energy, the presiding officer will:

(1) Determine whether the requirements of section 102(2)(A), (C), and

(E) of NEPA and the regulations in this subpart have been met;

(2) Independently consider the final balance among conflicting factors

contained in the record of the proceeding with a view to determining the

appropriate action to be taken;
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(3) Determine, after weighing the environmental, economic, technical

and other benefits against environmental and other costs, whether the

construction authorization or license should be issued, denied, or

appropriately conditioned to protect environmental values;

(4) Determine, in an uncontested proceeding, whether the NEPA review

conducted by the NRC staff has been adequate; and

(5) Determine, in a contested proceeding, whether in accordance with

the regulations in this subpart, the construction authorization or license

should be issued as proposed.

(f) In making the determinations described in paragraph (e), the

environmental impact statement will be deemed modified to the extent that

findings and conclusions differ from those in the final statement prepared

by the Secretary of Energy, as it may have been supplemented. The initial

decision will be distributed to any persons not otherwise entitled to

receive it who responded to the request in the notice of docketing, as

described in § 51.26(c). If the Commission or the Atomic Safety and

Licensing Appeal Board reaches conclusions different from those of the

presiding officer with respect to such matters, the final environmental

impact statement will be deemed modified to that extent and the decision

will be similarly distributed.

(g) The provisions of this section shall be followed, in place of

those set out in § 51.104, in any proceedings for the issuance of a license

to receive and possess source, special nuclear, and byproduct material at a

geologic repository operations area.
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10. In § 51.118, the existing text is redesignated as paragraph (a) and

a new paragraph (b) is added, to read as follows:

§ 51.118 Final environmental impact statement - Notice of availability.

(a) ***

(b) Upon adoption of a final environmental impact statement or any sup-

plement to a final environmental impact statement prepared by the Department

of Energy with respect to a geologic repository that is subject to the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, the appropriate NRC staff director shall

follow the procedures set out in paragraph (a).

PART 60 - DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN GEOLOGIC REPOSITORIES

11. The authority citation for Part 60 is revised to read as follows:

Secs. 51, 53, 62, 63, 65, 81, 161, 182, 183, 68 Stat. 929, 930, 932, 933,

935, 948, 953, 954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2071, 2073, 2092, 2093, 2095,

2111, 2201, 2232, 2233); secs. 202, 206, 88 Stat. 1244, 1246 (42 U.S.C.

5842, 5846); secs. 10 and 14, Pub. L. 95-601, 92 Stat. 2951 (42 U.S.C. 2021a

and 5851); sec. 102, Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat. 853 (42 U.S.C. 4332); secs.

114, 121, Pub. L. 97-425, 96 Stat. 2213, 2228, as amended (42 U.S.C. 10134,

10141).

For the purposes of section 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended (42 U.S.C.

2273), §§ 60.10, 60.71 to 60.75 are issued under sec. 161o, 68 Stat. 950, as

amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(o)).

12. In § 60.15, paragraph (c) is removed and paragraph (d) is

redesignated as paragraph (c).
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13. In § 60.21, paragraph .(a) is revised to read as follows:

§ 60.21 Content of application.

(a) An application shall consist of general information and a Safety

Analysis Report. An environmental impact statement shall be prepared in ac-

cordance with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended, and shall

accompany the application. Any Restricted Data or National Security

Information shall be separated from unclassified information.

14. Section 60.22 is revised to read as follows:

§ 60.22 Filing and distribution of application.

(a) An application for a license to receive and possess source, special

nuclear, or byproduct material at a geologic repository operations area at a

site which has been characterized, and any amendments thereto, and an

accompanying environmental impact statement and any supplements, shall be

signed by the Secretary of Energy or the Secretary's authorized

representative and shall be filed in triplicate with the Director.

(b) Each portion of such application and any amendments, and each

environmental impact statement and any supplements, shall be accompanied by

30 additional copies. Another 120 copies shall- be retained by DOE for

distribution in accordance with written instructions from the Director or

the Director's designee.

(c) DOE shall, upon notification of the appointment of an Atomic Safety

and Licensing Board, update the application, eliminating all superseded

Information, and supplement the environmental impact statement if necessary,
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and serve the updated application and environmental impact statement (as it

may have been supplemented) as directed by the Board. At that time DOE

shall also serve one such copy of the application and environmental impact

statement on the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Panel. Any subsequent

amendments to the application or supplements to the environmental impact

statement shall be served in the same manner.

(d) At the time of filing of an application and any amendments thereto,

one copy shall be made available in an appropriate location near the

proposed geologic repository operations area (which shall be a public

document room, if one has been established) for inspection by the public and

updated as amendments to the application are made. The environmental impact

statement and any supplements thereto shall be made available in the same

manner. An updated copy of the application, and the environmental impact

statement and supplements, shall be produced at any public hearing held by

the Commission on the application, for use by any party to the proceeding.

(e) The DOE shall certify that the updated copies of the application,

and the environmental impact statement as it may have been supplemented, as

referred to in paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section, contain the current

contents of such documents submitted in accordance with the requirements of

this part.

15. In § 60.24, the section heading and paragraphs (a) and (c) are

revised to read as follows:

§ 60.24 Updating of application and environmental impact statement.

(a) The application shall be as complete as possible in the light of

information that is reasonably available at the time of docketing.
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* * ** * *.

(c) The DOE shall supplement its environmental impact statement in a

timely manner so as to take into account the environmental impacts of any

substantial changes in its proposed actions or any significant new

circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing

on the proposed action or its impacts.

16. In § 60.31, the introductory paragraph is revised to read as

follows:

§ 60.31 Construction authorization.

Upon review and consideration of an application and environmental

impact statement submitted under this part, the Commission may authorize

construction if it determines:

* * * . ... * * . . * .

17. In § 60.51, the introductory portion of paragraph (a), and

paragraph (b), are revised to read as follows:

§ 60.51 License amendment for permanent closure.

(a) DOE shall submit an application to amend the license prior to

permanent closure. The submission shall consist of an update of the license

application submitted under §S 60.21 and 60.22, including:

* * * * * *

(b) If necessary, so as to take into'account..the environmental impact

of any substantial changes in the permanent closure activities proposed to

be carried out or any significant new information regarding the

environmental impacts of such closure, DOE shall also supplement its
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environmental -impact statement and submit such statement, as supplemented,

with the application for license amendment.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland this day of 1989.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Samuel J. Chilkj,
Secretary of the Commission.
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The Honorable Morris K. Udall, Chairman
Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
United States House of Representatives
Wtashington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed for the information of the Subcommittee are copies of a public
announcement and a proposed amendment to Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations which is to be published in the Federal Register.

The Nuclear Regulatory Comnissiun is providing, by this amendment, the
standards and procedures it will follow in satisfying its responsibilities
under the National Environmental Policy Act with respect to a geologic
repository. The action addresses, in particular, the provision in Section
114(f) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended, which directs the
CoEimission to adopt, to the extent practicable, the final environmental
impact statement prepared by the Department of Energy. This final rule
conforms, in large part, to the provisions of the proposed rule that was
published in the Federal Register in May 1988 and furnished to you at that
time.

Sincerely,

William C. Parler
General Counsel

cc: Rep. Don Young
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DRAFT

N NRC ISSUES REGULATIONS ON ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS FOR

HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE REPOSITORIES

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is amending its regulations to establish

procedures for environmental reviews of applications from the Department of

Energy to construct and operate high-level radioactive waste repositories.

Under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, DOE is responsible for the

construction and operation of geologic repositories for the disposal of

high-level radioactive waste. DOE is required by the Act to obtain

construction authorizations and licenses for the repositories from the

Commission.

The National Environmental Policy Act requires agencies to prepare an

environmental impact statement-for any major federal action that significantly

affects the quality of the human environment. The licensing of DOE to receive

and possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository would involve

a federal action significantly affecting the environment. Therefore the

Commission is required to have an environmental impact statement when it

considers a license application from DOE.

However, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) directs the Commission--in

reviewing DOE's construction authorization or license.application--to adopt to

the extent practicable any environmental statement prepared by DOE. The new

NRC rule sets out the standards and procedures that would be used in

determining whether adopting DOE's statement is practicable.
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The rule states that the NRC would find it practicable to adopt DOE's

"~\ environment impact statement unless:

(1) Actions that the NRC proposes to require DOE to take differ in an

environmentally significant way from the actions proposed in DOE's license

application or

(2) Significant and substantial new information or new considerations

make DOE's environmental impact statement inadequate.

Although there might be situations in which the NRC itself must prepare a

supplementary environmental impact statement, the Commission expects as a

general rule, that DOE will supplement the statement as needed and that this

will resolve any new circumstances or information that might arise.

In public hearings on whether an authorization to construct a repository

should be issued, parties to the licensing proceeding, including the NRC staff,

will have an opportunity to indicate whether they consider it practicable to

adopt DOE's statement without supplementing it. The presiding officer it, uhe

hearing (a license board) would then determine the extent to which adoption of

the DOE environmental impact statement is practicable.

A proposed rule on this subject was published in the Federal Register for

public comment on May 5, 1988. In response to the comments, a change was made

to deal with a site other than the Yucca Mountain, Nev., site that has been

designated by Congress. Under NWPA provisions relating to a

Negotiator-selected site, the existing regulations of the Council on



Environmental Quality would be applied in determining whether to adopt the DOE

environmental impact statement under such circumstances.

-I
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Enclosure D

COMPARATIVE TEXT

(Final vs. Proposed Rule)

§ 51.67 Environmental information concerning geologic repositories.

(a) In lieu of an environmental report, the Department of Energy, as an

applicant for a license or license amendment pursuant to Part 60 of this

chapter, shall submit to the Commission any final environmental impact

statement T-aId-aRy-s9pp~emeRt-thereteT which the Department prepares in

connection with any geologic repository developed under Subtitle A of Title I

, or under Title IV, of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended.

fb3-The-r4na4-eRv4reRmeRta4-4mpaet-statement-wh4eh-aeeempaR4es-the-

Department-ef-Enepgyis -reeemendat eR-te-the-Ppes4dent-te -apppeve-a-s te -he-a

Seeze§$e-pepes4tepy-shaI}-be-subhmtted-te-the-Cemu ssseR-at-the-t$me-aRd-$R-

the-maRReprdeser4bed-IR-j-69s22-ef-thts-ehaptePr--Eueh-statemeRt-shall-be-

ppepaped-4R-aeeepdaRee-w4th-the-ppev4s4eRs-of-seet4eR-u414f-ef-the-ltuereap-

Waste-PeI4ey-Aet-ef-1982. (See §60.22 of this chapter as to required time

and manner of submission.) The statement shall include, among the

alternatives under consideration, denial of a license or construction

authorization by the Commission.

1k). (e} Under applicable provisions of law, the Department of Energy 4s may
be required to supplement its final environmental impact statement if it makes

a substantial change In its proposed action that is relevant to environmental

concerns or determines that there are significant new circumstances or

information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on the proposed

action or its impacts. The Department shall submit any supplement to its
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final environmental impact statement to the Commission at-the-time-and-4n

the-manRer-deser$bed-4O-§ 69:22-ef-th0s-ehapter. (See §60.22 of this

chapter as to required time and manner of submission.)

(c) (.d Whenever the Department of Energy submits a final environmental

impact statement, or a final supplement to an environmental impact statement,

to the Commission pursuant to this section, it shall also inform the

Commission of the status of any civil action for judicial review initiated

pursuant to section 119 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. This status

report, which the Department shall update from time to time to reflect changes

in status, shall:

(1) State whether the environmental impact statement has been found by

the courts of the United States to be adequate or inadequate; and

(2) Identify any issues relating to the adequacy of the environmental

impact statement that may remain subJect to Judicial review.

* * * * * * *

§ 51.109 Public hearings in proceedings for issuance of materials license

with respect to a geologic repository.

(a) (1) In a proceeding for the issuance of a license to receive and

possess source, special nuclear, and byproduct material at a geologic

repository operations area, the NRC staff shall present its position on

whether it is practicable to adopt, without further supplementation, the

environmental impact statement (including any supplement thereto) prepared by

the Secretary of Energy. If the position of the staff is that supplementation

of the environmental impact statement by NRC is required, it shall file its
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final supplemental environmental impact statement with the Environmental

Protection Agency, furnish that statement to commenting agencies, and make it

available to the public, before presenting its position. In discharging its

responsibilities under this paragraph, the staff shall be guided by the

principles set forth in paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section.

(2) Any other party to the proceeding who contends that it is not

practicable to adopt the DOE environmental impact statement, as it may have

been supplemented, shall file a contention to that effect in accordance with

§2.714(b) of this chapter. Such contention must be accompanied by one or more

affidavits which set forth factual and/or technical bases for the claim that,

under the principles set forth in paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section, it

is not practicable to adopt the DOE environmental impact statement, as it may

have been supplemented. The presiding officer shall resolve disputes

concerning adoption of the DOE environmental impact-statement by using, to the

extent possible, the criteria and procedures that are followed in ruling on

motions to reopen under §2.734 of this chapter.

(b) In any such proceeding, the presiding officer will determine those

matters in controversy among the parties within the scope of REPA and this

subpart, specifically including whether, and to what extent, it is practicable

to adopt the environmental impact statement prepared by the Secretary of

Energy in connection with the issuance of a construction authorization and

license for such repository.

(c) The presiding officer will find that it is practicable to adopt the

any environmental impact statement prepared by the Secretary of Energy
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in connection with a geologic repository proposed to be constructed under

Title I of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, as amended, unless:

(1)(i) The action proposed to be taken by the Commission differs from the

action proposed in the license application submitted by the Secretary of

Energy; and

(ii) The difference may significantly affect the quality of the human

environment; or

(2) Significant and substantial new information or new considerations

render the environmental impact statement inadequate. New-$Rfenmat~en-er-new-

eens~derats6Rs-shat4-not-be-deemed-te-re~der-the-eRvf$FenmeRta4-$spaet-

statement-$4adequateT-fer-purpeses-ef-th4s-paragraph 1-$f-the-Rew-4$Xermat$en-

eP-Rew-eeR94derat4eFs-have-beeR-addressed-4R-a-suppbem ta.-eRY4peRmeRtaI-

4mpaet-statement-that-the-Seeretary-ef-Energy-has-subm4tted-te-the-

Ge 4ss$eR-4n-aeeerdanee-w4th-the-prev4sseRs-ef-thts-ehapteP.

(d) To the extent that the presiding officer determines it to be practi-

cable, in accordance with paragraph (c), to adopt the environmental impact

statement prepared by the Secretary of Energy, such adoption shall be deemed

to satisfy all responsibilities of the Commission under NEPA and no further

consideration under NEPA or this subpart shall be required.

(e) To the extent that it is not practicable, in accordance with

paragraph (c), to adopt the environmental impact statement prepared by the

Secretary of Energy, the presiding officer will:

(1) Determine whether the requirements of section 102(2)(A), (C), and (E)

of NEPA and the regulations in this subpart have been met;
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(2) Independently consider the final balance among conflicting factors

contained in the record of the proceeding with a view to determining the

appropriate action to be taken;

(3) Determine, after weighing the environmental, economic, technical and

other benefits against environmental and other costs, whether the construction

authorization or license should be issued, denied, or appropriately

conditioned to protect environmental values;

(4) Determine, in an uncontested proceeding, whether the NEPA review

conducted by the NRC staff has been adequate; and

(5) Determine, in a contested proceeding, whether in accordance with the

regulations in this subpart, the construction authorization or license should

be issued as proposed.

(f) In making the determinations described in paragraph (e), the

environmental impact statement will be-deemed modified t6 the extent that

findings and conclusions differ from those in the final statement prepared by

the Secretary of Energy, as it may have been supplemented. The initial

decision will be distributed to any persons not otherwise entitled to receive

it who responded. to the request in the notice of docketing, as described in

§51.26(c). If the Commaission or the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board

reaches conclusions different from those of the presiding officer with respect

to such matters, the final environmental impact statement will be deemed

modified to that extent and the decision will be similarly distributed. -

(g) The provisions of this section shall be followed, in place of those

set out in §51.104, in any proceedings for the issuance of a license to
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receive and possess source, special nuclear, and byproduct material at a

geologic repository operations area.
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NEVADA NUCLEAR WASTE TASK FORCE, 1NC6fWDRATED
Alamo Plaza AUG P12 42

45.,L. Oakey Blvd.
Suite 111

LasVegas.NV 69102
702478-1885

FAX 70247&M02 July 26, 1988

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Atten: Docketing and Service Branch

Dear Mr. Secretary:

We enclose our comment on the NRCts proposed rule for NEPA
review procedures for geologic repositories - lOCRP Parts 2,
51, and 60.

Enclosed is a copy of our brochure which describes'the
nature and purpose of our organization.

A functioning State Advisory Board Is in place to assist in
our endeavor.

The response that we receive clearly indicates that the vast
majority of the residents of Nevada want to be able to
participate in the licensing proceedings. They want their
issues and concerns addressed. This includes the
transportation issue which under NEPA requires draft and
final EIS's.

Some people feel that the DOE is rushing the process. NRC
rules must be designed to assure (1) a system of checks and
balances, and (2) a fully open process which allows ample
opportunity for public participation.

Sincerely,

/udy Ieichel

Executive Director

FC/ mm
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CMMMMS CN THE NFVS PFEP0D RULE
FOR NEPA REnVw PrCEUREs FOR GEDOLCIC R:OSIMORIES

10 CFR Parts E2.11 and 60

While the Task Fbroe has several concerns about the proposed rule, we
will discuss only two major overriding concerns. First. we believe that the
basic assumption that underlies the rule is, at best, based on an irplete
understanding of possible scenarios for the context of the CadTenision's
consideration of the DOE FEIS. At worst, the assumption is erroneously based
upon a very narrow view of the Comnission's required detailed consideration of
a EEIS on the Yucca funttan site. Second, se believe that the proposed rule
is inadequate because is inappropriately preju5ices effective dtizen
participation in the licensing proeeding.

Therefore, we request that the rule be reissued in a nudh different and
more complete format that addresses those concerns so that we can have a
further opportunity to comment.

I. .PPFOPRIATE UNDERLYING ASSMMC1N
The propsed rule seems to assiMe that the only likely possibility of tne

Ccnission receiving a DXE FESS is as part of a repository license application
after: Yucca Mountain is characterized and then is reoommended by the
President to Congress; the State of Nevada files suit challenging the adequacy
of the E:IS (and presumably files its notice of disapproval, ihich is
overridden by congress)i the Court of Appeals finds the FEIS is not
inadequatet and the only substantive issues before the NRC in the licensing
proceeding relate to radiological safety issues at Yucca Mountaln. While that
scenario is possible, it is not the only scenario, and perhaps not even the
nest like y one. Thus, it is inappropriate for the Commission to base so much
of its proposed rule - consciously or unconsciously - on that assumption.

Far exa pie, the proposed rule doesn't display any understanding of the
somrewat different role for an EIS arising from a Negotiator-selected site.
Until the passage of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act Amendments of 1907 (NWPA),
DOE's FEIS would have two purposes. First, the FEMS provides NEPA
documentation for the Secretary's recommendation of a site to the President
and for the President's decision. Second, the FEIS would accxaipny the ME
license application to the NRC and provide necessary envircnmental
dooznentation for the NFC's licensing decision. However, under the
requirements of the NMPAA for a Negotiator-chosen site (42 U. S.C 10247), the
EMIS would not be for site selection, but would only serve the purpose of
providing necessary NEPA documentation for the license application. An
enviroreental assessment, not a FEIS, is specifically required by Section
403(d)(l)-as part of the sukumsuion to Congress for its approval of the
agreement Oade the the affected state or Indian tribe and the ME. 'fhe
preamble shows no recognition of this Negotiator possibility sine it only
describes the E:IS as having the two purpses (p. 16139).

She proposed rule does not consider the likelihod that a court wilL f
that the E cS is, in part, ina dequater the C i ssion would then have ton
review the decision and the FEIS to determine theimpact of such a ruling o j
the license application, including the adequacy of the Safety Analysis Report.

It is also possible that a court might not decide an EIS challenge before
the Ctmudssion reached its licensing determination - a situation in which the
Comiission should definitely review environmental issues, not just to
radiological safety issues. Since the CmlTdssion might make a licensing
decision within three years of the date of the application (as DOE expects.



rding to its mission Plan and Project Decision Sdedule)e it is certainly
pFssible that d cot might not have make a firal decision on a m PA chaLlenje
in that tirefram. (Challenges to the ME's guidelines have been before the
9th Circuit Court of Appeals since Dcrber 1984.) It is also possible that a
ourt might delay its decision on the adequacy of a FEIS until it sees the 1-
C disucn s findings in a licensing decision. In either case, enmircrrntal
issues wou'l rot be pre-epted. nor hvuld res Judicata ocour. .

IL. Preudice to citizen partes in a licensin g
lhe preable of. the propsed rule statest

The preclusive effect of a prior judgment sustaining
WE s envircnmental Inpact statemet would not
nCesarily be limited to the petitioner of rerd
in that proceeding. It can be argued that those %o
were represented by that petitioner would also be
barred from litigating the issue in a subsequent
action. (p. 16139)

5he accompanying footnote further indicates that zrembers of the publicu
%41o had been represented by state officials "might be precluded, to tne same
extent. from raising the issues anew. (Id.)

fose stattrent are riot consistent with the CmcTnsion's rules for
intervention and they are reflect an inappropriate and prejudicial attitude I
toward citizen participation in the licensing proceeding. 5e State of Nevada
almost. certainly could rot effectively represent all of the diverse interests
of all the citizens of the state, including nembers of the Task Ebrce. Thus,
the Task Force could raise similar issues but in response to different
interests. tjnder the Comaission's rules for intervention (10 CFR 2.714).
individual citizens or groups -can be -egitimate intervonors,. including in
cases wthere state officials are also parties. The Commission's rule and the
preamble mist not reflect a prejudice against such citizen intervention and
should not preclude their rights to raise issues, including related to the
FEIS, in the licensing proceeding.

Another possible scenario is that a state or citizen group might decide
that the basic issues regarding the adequacy of the repository should be
litigated in the CQmnission licensing proceedings, rather than in a NLVK
challenge to the FEIS Such a position is both practically and legally
allowed under the WPA, since the judicial review requirements of the NWPA
allow for judicial review of final decisions of the Ccmmussion - including
Its adapting the DOE EMS. 42 U.S.C. 10139(a)(l)(A)s

In sunuarjy, the proposed rule seems to treat the adoption of DCE's FEIS
as a largely pro fornma exercise, htdch follows exhaustive judicial review. It
is rot appropriate for the MC to take that position. Sah an assupption is
even less tenable given the various circunstances uhan the FEUS might not be
litigated. The Nevada Nuclear Waste Task Force believes that the proposed
rule is fundamentally flawed and that it must be substantially revised and re-
promulgated.
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Fmffm. Stale Advisory Board to
advise .dmn advance the pubic
nvotlvement program.
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Provide administrative support to
the State Advisory Board.
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( ( I. .)

The Problem
The Nuclear Waste Policy Amend-
.nmmts Act of t987 designated
Yucca Mountain. Nevada-85
niles notthwest of Las Vegas-as
Ite umly location fir further study
fhn a potential high-level nuclear
waste relsitory.

I. & , .

Some Concemis
^ Is the Yucca Montain Site safe?

* What are the riks to our air,
water and land?

* Are them risks to people and
wildlife?

* Transportathon;
-What roads or railroads?
-What about accilents?

-Who pays of protection?

-Who pays for training?

* Are there alternatives to a
reposftory?

^ Is other research being donet

* WhA pays for waste management
as a whole?

* Whal are the socioeconomkc
Impacts?

* hs it .,dvilsatleto Iputn totns of hi h.
level radiatoin i onwe location?

It X 7
o R 2

'9 ol ?9

What is my role?
There is a clear need to Inform
ourselves anrd become actively
involved in ihis natiknal issue
which affects us individtafty
throughout the State (tf Nevada.

As citizens of Neviada we must be
responsible for determining what
is important for our lives and
our future.

Remember...
"Our difficully has never been In
doing things; It has been In choos-
Ing what to dh,."

"The denmocrati faith is hased not
as much upon the assutmption of
leadershil tr the few, as utpn
the wisdom ansi a onscience of
the many."

"Democracy is the only political
philosophy that entitles ad en-
alules the indivitheal to say "NO"
to the governnt."

Iemocracy says "N to the
gimrnnwem th th wosuld Invade the
natural ighis of the individual or
the gnoup."

.N.W.M.
NtitO1 MIPCDADI IVASItI ASK fC. #W.

The Nevada Ntclear Waste Task
Farce Is a non-profil wrganikation
serving the State of Nevada by
dlevelopsing and implementing .
program which pronotes Isoltic
participation in the U.S. I)elal-
ment of Energys hfi t-level ntrlmw
waste program In Nevada.

NNWTF helieves this can Ise buest
accomplished by organizations aml
individuals joinilg together to lernn
and assist in the dissemination of
factual Infomnsatwm .nnd

Organizations can loin IhI.
Task Force.

Imdfiv ah- can Join the1 ls4 lmwu,.

Thereare no membership vbargehs'
or fees.

The, 1sic purpose of the T.sk
Force Is to promote an Informer?
Citizenry.

ested, Involved and jmpiarfed hi
inifltente Imott.ant thkcisions.
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-> AGENCY FOR NUCLEAR PROJECTS

NUCLEAR WASTE PROJECT OFFICE
Capitol Complex 0CnL

Canon City. Nevada 89710
(702) 88537"

August 1, 1988

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: 'Docketing and Service Branch
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Enclosed you will find the comments of the State of
Nevada regarding the Proposed Rule: NEPA Review Procedures
for Geologic ReDositories for High-Level Waste, amending 10
C.F.R. Parts 2, 51 and 60, published in Federal Register,
Vol. 53, No. 87, 5 May 1988.

we appreciate the opportunity to provide comment on
this Proposed Rule.

Sincerely,

AGENCY FOR NUCLEAR PROJECTS/
NUCLEAR WASTE PROJECT OFFICE

BY:~ '-"do=oz>____

Robert R. Loax
Executive Dfrector

RRL*jm

Encl.



NEVADA'S COMMENTS ON NRC'S PROPOSED
wNEPA REVIEW PROCEDURES FOR GEOLOGIC- REPOSITORIES

FOR HIGH-LEVEL WASTE'

- A. Comments Regarding the Supplementarv Information

1. The Premise of the Proposed "Review Procedures.'

The major underlying premise contained within the Supple-

mentary Information, offered by NRC staff to justify the

proposed rule, is wrong.1 It is wrong because it poses,

analyzes and answers the wrong question. Throughout, it

discusses the question how NRC should review and approve the

adequacy of DOE's EIS; (See e.g. 53 Fed. Reg. 16138, col. 2,

16144, col. 1.). The correct question is how NRC should

perform its own, independent, NEPA responsibilities. This

fundamental error in NRC analysis leads to an unnecessary

discussion about res judicata, collateral estoppel and bar,

'>~ubjects wholly irrelevant to NRC's correct performance of its

NEPA obligations. The real question, and the one answered by

the rule Nevada proposes herein, is how the NRC can 3adopt3

the valuable portions of DOE's EIS to its (NRC's) own advan-

tage in performing its own responsibilities.

2. The NRC's Independent NEPA Responsibilities.

1 Because of this, Nevada's comments do not include line
by line criticism of NRC's proposed rule. Rather, we-have
submitted an alternative proposal which is included in these
comments.
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Prior to passage of th National Environmental Policy Act,

"42 U.S.C. 4310, et seq., the Commission's authority was con-

-fined to radiological health and safety matters. KEPA expand-

ed that authority to guarding the environment from the adverse

environmental effects of nuclear plants - even from their non

radiological consequences. Where necessary the Commission may

impose license conditions to minimize those impacts. This

basic NRC law has been espoused by the Commission, Kansas Gas

and Electric Companv (Wolf Creek, Unit No. 1), CLl-77-l, 5 NRC

1 (1977); by the court of appeals, Public Service Co. v. NRC,

582 F.2d 77 (1st Cir. 1978); CulpePper League v. NRC, 574 F.2d

633 (D.C. Cir. 1978); Calvert Cliffs' Coord. Comm. v. AEC, 449

F.2d 1109 (D.C. Cir. 1971); and by the Supreme Court, Vermont

Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRDC, 435 U.S. 519 (1978);

XleDpe v. Sierra Club, 427 U.S. 390 (1979). Those cases are

stated in terms of the non-radiological environmental impacts

of nuclear plants. The NRC, of course, also has authority to

control the use and possession of nuclear materials in a more

generic sense than just at a nuclear power plant. See ES

51-92 of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. 2071-2122. That

authority is recognized in S114(d) of the Nuclear Waste Policy

Act, 42 U.S.C. 10134(d): The Commission shall consider an

application for a construction authorization for all or any

part of a repository in accordance with the laws applicable to

such applications. . . . Those applicable laws are, obvious-

ly, the Atomic Energy Act and NEPA.
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The confusion of the supplementary information regarding

the proper issue to analyze is, we think, caused by the fact

that more than one federal agency is involved in the major

federal action of siting, licensing and developing a high-lev-

el nuclear waste repository. (The Commission staff wrongly

perceives that 'twlhile the action being taken by DOE is the

recommendation to the President of a site for repository

development and the action being taken by the Commission is

the issuance of a construction authorization for a repository,

the relevant considerations in the two situations are identi-

cal." 53 Fed. Reg. 16139, col. 3.)

The law, both in the courts and at the Commission, is

that, where a major federal action involves two or more

federal agencies, each agency rust evaluate the environmental

consequences of the entire project and determine independentlv

whather NEPA has been satisfied. Tennessee Valiey Authority

(Phipps Bend Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ACAB-506, 8 NRC

533, 547 (1978) (cited for this same proposition by NRC at 53

Fed. Reg. 16138, col. 3): Silentman v. FPC, 566 F.2d 237

(D.C. Cir. 1875). And, of course, each agency involved in a

multi agency major federal action must independently apply its

unique statutory jurisdiction and authority. Here the NRC's

duty to enforce the Atomic Energy Act and the DOE's duty to

-- I- COMMENTS 3
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carry out the Nuclear Waste Policy Act are not the same,

though each has its part in the same major federal action.2

There are exceptions to the general rule stated above

regarding multiple agency action under NEPA. An agency's NEPA

responsibilities may be compromised when the responsible

agency is Itself forbidden to act as NEPA might otherwise

demand. 3  UvS. v. S.C.R.A.P., 412 U.S. 669 (1973). Likewise

NEPA may be compromised where NEPA Procedures would directly

frustrate the responsible agency's ability to carry out its

specific statutory duties. Flint Ridge Development Co. v.

Scenic Rivers, 426 U.S. 776 (1976). See Tennessee Valley

Authority, supra, p. 546. Neither of these conditions pertain

to the exercise of the NRC's NEPA responsibilities.

Compromise of the NRC's other statutory duties. 1

Prior to the Nuclear Waste Aiendments Act of 1967, Pub. 4 A-3

L. 100-203, Congress had not limited the Commission's

2It is clear that the Commission and the Congress know
what NRC's independent responsibilities are. The Commission
staff's repeated reference to legislative reports include
numerous statements of 'independent responsibilities of the
Commission.' See 53 Feg. Reg. 16137, col. 1, 2. But the text
of the supplementary information suggests that the quoted
language means 'independent' of NEPA when it clearly means
'independent' of DOE's responsibilities.

3The discussion in the supplementary information implies
that this exception applies when any other agency involved in
the multi agency major federal action is forbidden to act as
NEPA might otherwise demand.
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independent NEPA responsibilities at all. The NWPA, as

amended, now provides that the Commission 'need not consider

uhe need for a repository, the time of initial availability of

a repository, alternate sites to the Yucca Mountain site, or

non geologic alternatives to a sitew in the Commission's own

EIS. This limitation is not even preclusive of NRC's

consideration of these matters as NRC may but 'need-not'

consider them. And this new limitation only makes sense if

NRC has an otherwise complete and independent responsibility

under NEPA to prepare its own EIS. There are, certainly,

other environmental matters which NRC must consider which DOE

perhaps won't, as, for instance, 1) comparative design or

operational practices and their environmental effects at the

repository 2) comparative methods for demonstration of

-compliance with NRC's performance objectives and their

,Environmental-effects; 3) comparative methods of verification

of compliance with isolation standards and their environmental

effects; and, 4) as the NRC acknowledges, the environmental

effects of NRC denial of DOE's application. 53 Fed. Reg.

16141, col. 4. h

The Commission's supplementary information does not base

its proposed rule on what the Nuclear Waste Policy Act says

about its NEPA duties. In fact the NWPA says only that any

EIS prepared by the Secretary of DOE "shall, to the extent

practicable, be adopted by the Commission in con:' :tipn with

the issuance by the Commission of a construction ;. thorization
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and license for such repository. To the extent such statement

is adopted by the Commission, such adoption shall satisfy the

responsibilities of the Commission under CNEPAJ and no further

consideration shall be required, except that nothing in this

subsection shall affect any independent responsibilities of

the Commission to protect the public health and safety under

the Atomic Energy Act of 19540. 5114(f) as amended, 42 U.S.C.

10134(f)(4).

This is nothing more than a restatement of the law

earlier set forth in T.V.A.r S.C.R.A.P., and Flint Ridget all

supra. The strained analysis of the supplementary information

pushes this obvious restatement of the law into authority for

the unwarranted proposition that finality on the legal virtues

--.of DOE's EIS forecloses NRC consideration of any environmental

-- issues it so chooses, including those listed in 5114(f (6),

and limits NRC's independent NEPA responsibilities.

It may help to present the obvious analysis which the

supplementary information overlooks. 'ITlo the extent practi-

cablet means to the extent that it is otherwise within the

customary practice of the NRC. See Webster's New Internation-

al Dictionary, unabridged 3rd Edition, 1961, p. 1780, where it

provides:

Practicable
1. Possible to practice or perform: capable

of being put into practice, done or accomplished:
FEASIBLE (a practicable method) (a practicable
aim)
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2. a: capable of being used: usable (a
practicable weapon) b of a theatrical property

Practice
1. c The usual mode or method of doing

something

c.f. also, Black's Law Dictionary 1055, Random
House College Dictionary 1040.

Practicability is, after all, a matter of fact and

circumstances. It involves the reasoned evaluation whether

the square peg will fit in the round hole. (NRC's effort to

give the term a legal meaning in anticipation of its applica-

tion is a bit mystifying, particularly when in doing so the

Commission proposes to abandon some of its discretionary

power.)4 The word practicable has been analyzed in numerous

contexts, all of which indicate that practicability is a

..-question of comparing how something fits within some indepen-

' dent alternative structure. See, e.g. C.P.C. Intern. Inc. v.

Train, 540 F.2d 1329-1341 (8th Cir. 1976) (anot wholly out of

proportion to'); Oxman v. WLS-TV, 595 F.Supp. 557 (N.D. Ill,

1984) ("as soon as practicable, a practicable time varies

from case to case); Newman v. Village of Hinsdale 592 F.Supp.

1307 (N.D. Ill, 1984) ('practicable' defined and distinguished

4Not only would we expect the Commission to be jealous of
its discretionary power, but we would be surprised if the
Commission really wanted to threaten the exercise of that
discretion by statements of prejudgment like *the Commission
does not anticipate imposition of license conditions with
significant environmental impacts" 53 Fed. Reg. . That
determination certainly can't be based on the exercise of
sound discretion and judgment when no specific proposal has
yet even been submitted to the Commission.
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from practical); Frey v. Security Insurance Companv of

Hartford , 331 F.Supp. 140-143 (W.D. Penn, 1971) (0'practica-

_,*le' means feasible in the circumstances") Young v. Travelers

Insurance Co., 119 F.2d 877-680 (5th Cir. 1941) (cited and

quoted with favor in Transamerica Insurance Co. v. Parrot, 531

S.W.2d 306 at 312 as follows: I[tlhe words 'as soon as

practicable' are not words of precise and definite impact.

They are roomy words. They provide for more or less free

play. They are in their nature ambulatory and subject under

the guiding rule, to the impact of particular facts on partic-

ular cases"); Selinger v. Governor of Maryland, 266 Md. 431,

A.2d 817, 819 (1972) (practicable* means wof a relative and

dependent character, to be controlled more or less by the

circumstances of the case3).

The conc&pt of practicability in this case should be even

better informed as the concept is used in NEPA itself. 42

U.S.C. 4331(b) provides that "it is the continuing responsi-

bility or che Federal Government to u_._ tU. racticable means'

etc. to accomplish environmental objectives. That phrase has

been much litigated and is the very basis of the exception,

stated in S.C.R.A.P. supra, that WEPA fits within, i.e. does

not require compromise of, an agency's more specific statutory

responsibilities. Judge Wright in Calvert Cliffs', supra p.

1112. opined that the NEPA phrase wall practicable means' was

a "flexible' phrase leaving the 'reasonable room for the

exercise of discretion.
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The balance of the language of S114(f)(4) as amended, 42

,---.S.C. 10134(f)(4), is also helpful. Congress, recognizing

NRC's independent NEPA responsibilities, contemplated that it

may be practicable only to adopt portions of DOE's EIS. And,

of course, even though NRC's adoption (in whole or part) of

DOE's EIS would asatisfy the responsibilities of the Commis-

sionO under NEPA,5 the performance of those responsibilities

would be open to legal challenge for failure of the adoption

to have been 'practicable. Judicial review of NRC's issuance

of its own EIS is permitted under S119(a) (1) (D), 42 U.S.C.

10139(a)() (D), which permits review of A= EIS prepared under

NEPA with respect to Commission licensure of a repository, or

action taken 'under this subtitle.*

l. NEPA Procedures would frustrate the responsible agencv's
ability to carry out its statutory duties. 4,
The second exception to NRC's precedent and the general

rule that each agency has an independent duty to evaluate the

environmental consequences of the entire project in a

multi-agency major federal action is the Flint Rid.e excep-

tion. In order for this exception to apply, NEPA Procedures

SNevada takes significant exception to the proposition
that this language 'counsel(s] against the wide ranging
independent examination of environmental concerns that is
customary in licensing proceedings' 53 Fed. Reg. 16136, col.
1. If anything, NRC's 'customary' proceedings dictate the
'practicability of adopting DOE's environmental findings.
And if Ocounsel' is actually required, the Commission would
better look to the mandates of NEPA, 42 U.S.C. 4332, *to the
Fullest extent possible.
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must directly frustrate the responsible agency's ability to

carry out its specific statutory duties. Assuming, but

reserving, that the Commission has a specific statutory duty

to issue a construction authorization within three (or four)

years after application therefore, see S114(d), 42 U.S.C.

10134(d), do NEPA procedures frustrate that duty? This, of

course is a question of fact which can not be answered except

in retrospect. Certainly, from today's perspective, NEPA

procedures do not frustrate that duty as DOE's EIS can serve

as NRC's draft EIS and the litigated licensing proceeding can

serve as, or simultaneously with, the comment and republica-

tion process. The Flint-Ridge exception arises from the "to

the fullest extent possible' language of NEPA, 42 U.S.C. 4332,

which the opinion in Flint Ridge explains was not intended to

,minimize NEPA but rather to assure greater compliance with

4EPA's directives.

Taking this substantive NWPA and NEPA law into account,

the NRC has proposed the wrong kind of rule. The rule should

be positively stated, leaving open the question of which

portions of DOE's EIS are practicable to adopt under the

circumstances and standards then existing. The standard of

practicability should be the acceptability of adoption given

the constants of the NRC's then current practices and the

Commission's primary responsibility under the Atomic Energy 2-1

Act, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act and NEPA.
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3. Corruption of the holding in "Calvert Cliffs'.

One primary error in the analysis of the supplementary j
information is the assumption that the NRC's responsibilities

under BEPA generally are limited to the publication of an

environmental impact statement and that if such a statement is

produced that the Commission has no other duty to consider

environmental issues. To the contrary, an environmental

impact statement is a disclosure document and in normal NRC

practice, environmental issues are litigable in the licensing

proceeding notwithstanding the EIS process. The Commission

staff would have it that the short phrase land no further

consideration shall be required.', which appears in

S114(f)(4), means that adoption of DOE's EIS by NRC would

remove all environmental issues from litigation in the licens-

ng proceeding. That interpretation is contrary to the clear

direction of MEPA and puts the Commission at much risk of

violating NEPA on the basis of a strained interpretation of

S114(f)(4).

This error is really peculiar because the supplementary

information first cites Calvert Cliffs', supra, for its clear

holding that the KRC's *duty to consider environmental issues

extends through all stages of the Commission's review process-

es, including proceedings before hearing boards' and then

states that the Commission adoption of DOE's EIS 'without

independent analysis' would square with Calvert Cliffs'. We

an find no way to explain this remarkable contortion of legal
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reasoning. Perhaps it would help to remind the Commission

- what Judge Wright said in Calvert Cliffs' case.

We believe that the Commission's crabbed
interpretation of NEPA makes a mockery of the
Act. What possible purpose could there be in the
Section 102(2)(C) requirement (that the 'detailed
statement3 accompany proposals through agency
review processes) if 'accompany' means no more
than physical proximity - mandating no more than
the physical act of passing certain folders and
papers, unopened, to reviewing officials along
with other folders and papers? What possible
purpose could there be in requiring the detailed
statement to be before hearing boards, if the
boards are free to ignore entirely the contents
of the statement? NEPA was meant to do more than
regulate the flow of papers in the federal
bureaucracy. The word 'accompany' in Section
102(2) (C) must not be read so narrowly as to make
the Act ludicrous. It must, rather, be read to
indicate a congressional intent that environmen-
tal factors, as compiled in the 'detailed state-
ment," be considered through agency review
processes.

t Beyond Section 102(2)CC), NEPA requires
that agencies consider the environmental impact
of their actions "to the fullest extent possi-
ble.5  The Act is addressed to agencies as a
whole, not only to their professional -staffs.
Compliance to the Ofullest" possible extent would
seem to demand that environmental issues be
considered at every important stage in the
decision making process concerning a particular
action - at every stage where an overall balanc-
ing of environmental and non-environmental
factors is appropriate and where alterations
might be made in the proposed action to minimize
environmental costs. Of course, consideration
which is entirely duplicative is not necessarily
required. But independent review of staff
proposals by hearing boards is hardly a
duplicative function. A truly independent review
provides a crucial check on the staff's
recommendations. The Commission's hearing boards
automatically consider non-environmental factors,
even though they have been previously studied by
the staff. Clearly, the review process is an
appropriate stage at which to balance conflicting
factors against on another. And, just as
clearly, it provides an important opportunity to
reject or significantly modify the staff's
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recommended action. Environmental factors.
therefore, should not be singled out and
excluded, at this stace, from the ntoner balance
of values envisioned by NEPA.

-The Commission's regulations provided that
in an uncontested proceeding the hearing board
shall on its own determine whether the applica-
tion and the record of the proceeding contain
sufficient information, and the review of the
application by the Commission's regulatory staff
has been adequate, to support affirmative find-
ings onw-various non-environmental factors. NEPA
requires at least as much automatic consideration
of environmental factors. In uncontested
hearings, the board need not necessarily go over
the same ground covered in the detailed state-
ment." But it must at least examine the state-
ment carefully to determine whether *the review *
* * by the Commission's regulatory staff has been
adequate." And it must independently consider
the final balance among conflicting factors that
is struck in the staff's recommendation.

* * * 0

3. . . . NEPA establishes environmental
protection as an integral part of the Atomic
Energy Commission's basic mandate. The primary
responsibility for fulfilling that mandate lies
with the-Commission. Its responsibility is not
simply to sit back, like an- umpire, and-solve
adversary contentions at the hearing stage.
Rather, it must itself take the initiative of
considering environmental values at every dis-
tinctive and comprehensive stage of the process
beyond the staff's evaluation and recommenda-
tion.w Calvert Cliffs' Coord. Con. v. U.S. A. E.
Com'n, 449 F.2d 1109, 1117-1119 (1st Cir. 1971).

The AEC's proposed regulations overturned in Calvert

Cliffs' had essentially the same effect on agency environmen-

tal considerations as those proposed here. We would expect a ;-S

similar judicial determination if the matter were relitigated. j

Another aspect of Calvert Cliffs', the AEC's contention 1
2hoe

hat it could rely on the environmental certifications of
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other agencies in lieu of its own consideration of environmen-

tal matters, is surprisingly similar to the supposition of

this proposed rule. But the court totally dismissed that

contention.

'Certification by another agency that its
own environmental standards are satisfied in-
volves an entirely different kind of judgment.
Such agencies, without overall responsibility for
the particular federal action in question, attend
only to one aspect of the problem: the magnitude
of certain environmental costs. They simply
determine whether those costs exceed an allowable
amount. Their certification does not mean that
they found no environmental damage whatever. In
fact, there may be significant environmental
damage (e.g., water pollution), but not quite
enough to violate applicable (e.g., water quali-
ty) standards. Certifying agencies do not
attempt to weigh that damage against the opposing
benefits. Thus the balancing analysis remains to
be done. It may be that the environmental costs,
though passing prescribed standards, are nonethe-
less great enough to outweigh the particular
economic and technical benefits involved in the
planned action. The only agency in a position to
make such a judgment is the agency with overall
responsibility for the proposed federal action -
the agency to which NEPA is specifically direct-
ed.

The Atomic Energy Commission, abdicating
entirely to other agencies' certifications,
neglects the mandated balancing analysis.
Concerned members of the public are thereby
precluded from raising a wide range of environ-
mental issues in order to affect particular
Commission decisions. And the special purposes
of NEPA is subverted.3 Calvert Cliffs' Coord.
CoM. v. U.S. A. E. Com'n, 449 F.2d 1109, 1123 140
(1st Cir. 1971).

4. The Preclusive Effect of Section 119.

The Commission staff, in the supplementary information,

53 Fed. Reg. 16139, 16140, argues that S119 of the NWPA, 42

U.S.C. 10139, permits the Commission to "carry out a licensing
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review" which would atreat as settled those other issues

irising under NEPA.' We disagree.

First, 5119(a)(1)(D) permits judicial review of A= EIS

with respect to action under the subtitle. 42 U.S.C.

10139(a)(1)(D). That section says nothing that would bar

review of NRC's refusal to issue its own EIS nor certainly its

refusal to consider the environmental merits or impacts of

DOE's proposed action. S114(f)(6) as amended does, of course,

permit NRC to avoid some of the issues of environmental merit,

if the Cbmmission so chooses. But that is by virtue of

statutory language, not res judicata or collateral estoppel.

Second, the bar to which the supplemental information

efers is the bar to relitigation of the legal adequacy of

DOE's action, not NRC's. Because-the two agencies' actions

are independent, a different legal and factual question is

posed in each instance. Certainly NRC is entitled to rely on

the conclusions reached by DOE in its EIS, its NEPA and AEA

discretion yet to be exercised,6 but the Commission may not

rely on the finality of challenge to DOE's EIS as a bar to its

6This is in accord with the proper statement of the law,
at 53 Fed. Reg. 16136, that the Commission may give
substantial weight to the findings of other bodies. Pub.
gerv. Comm. of N.F. (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2.),
Ll-77-8, 5 NRC 503 (1977).
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exercise of that discretion or as a bar to judicial review of

,the failure to exercise that discretion properly.

Even if res judicata did work the way Commission staff

believes it does, and it does not, the suggested approach,

eliminating environmental issues from the licensing proceed-

ing, is contrary to the directive of NEPA that "to the fullest

extent possible . . . the public laws of the United States

shall be interpreted and administered in accordance with

INEPAJ' 42 U.S.C. 4332. That is the exact same provision upon

which the TVA relied when attempting to preclude environmental

issues from hearing simply because it had already done an EIS.

TVA, supra.

Third, as we have commented above, the res judicata

-'analysis presented is based on an analysis of the wrong

question, Igo ywt how to review DOE's EIS for legal adequacy.

See e.g. 53 Fed. Reg. 16138, col. 2, 16144, col. 1. The right

question is how to perform NRC's NEPA Lesponsibility. NRC

does not have a duty to review DOE's EIS for its legal adequa- 1lo

cy =er gj. And of course, if it did, a prior Judicial ruling

on that issue would be res judicata. Moreover, it would be

law of the case. Res judicata analysis is just plain

inapposite to the correct question.

Fourth, the analysis is based on a spu: 'us rationale

that [Itjhe NWPA procedures really refl.ct different kinds
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of review. 53 Fed. Reg. 16139, col. 1. This rationale

'-1isparges the statutory responsibilities of both the NRC and

the State. The first leg of this rationale disavows the clear

case law that the NRC has a duty to evaluate the radiological

consequences of a proposed action under the Atomic Energy Act

and a second duty, where not compromising to the first, to

evaluate the other environmental consequences of the proposal.

The second leg of this rationale makes a statement which Alice

wouldn't recognize, that the wState and Tribal provisions of

the Acts were to provide the process by which alternatives

were to have been considered. The State of Nevada heartily

declines to accept the proposition that it had any duty to

help DOE evaluate its alternatives. DOE certainly never

offered any opportunity to do so and Congress has made that

__ll quite academic anyway.

Last, the res judicata analysis puts potential EIS

challengers on the horns of a dilemma. See discussion at 53

Fed. Reg. 16140, col. 1. That dilemma is inconsistent with

the salubrious purposes of NEPA. The Commission staff would

hope to bar judicial review of NRC environmental review by

delay past the statute of limitations, imposed by S119(c), 42

U.S.C. 10139(c), which began to turn when DOE published its

EIS. Challengers would then have to choose whetHer to let the

statute run on DOE's earlier, perhaps more limited, EIS, or

challenge it as its only opportunity to raise the
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environmental issues. The Commission staff's patent strategy

.s offensive to NEPA.

5. Completeness of Application.

The Commission staff notes in Note 1 to the supplementaryj s

information. 53 Fed. Reg. 16134, col. 1, that 'the Commission

regulations call for the [DOE] application [for a construction

authorization) to be as complete as possible in the light of

information that is reasonably available at the time of

docketing - i.e. prior to commencement of construction. 10

C.F.R. 60.24(a). The proposed rule, 53 Fed. Reg. 16147, col.

2, adopts that same basic standard. However that standard is

insufficient. The problem with Section 60.24, either in its

--current form or as proposed, is that it does not place upon

she Department of Energy the requirement that its application

be supported by sufficient informition. If, for instance, the

Department of Energy should fail to characterize Yucca Moun-

tain completely but nevertheless submit its application to the

NRC, perhaps under political duress to do so, then it might be

construed that the information then developed, even though

inadequate, was all that was 'reasonably available.' This

problem is one that has been identified repeatedly by the

State of Nevada in the committee meetings of the High-Level

Nuclear Waste Licensing Support System Advisory Committee

which has recently proposed amendments to 10 C.F.R. Part 2 -

Subpart J. NRC representatives in that advisory committee

greed, at the committee's July 19, 1988 meeting, that
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reference to the 10 C.F.R. 60.24(a) standard would be deleteA

from the supplementary information for that proposed rule in

order to leave open the question of the appropriate standard.

In the Supplementary information for the 10 C.F.R. Part 2

- Subpart J rules, the Commission will express the opinion

that 'the information it needs in order to be able to consider

the issuance of a construction authorization is generally the

same as will be needed prior to issuance of a license to

receive and possess high-level waste (HLW).w This, of course,

overlooks the fact that during the course of construction at a

repository site the Department of Energy will gain much new

information about the site which will better inform the

Commission in whether to grant a license to receive and posses

_-high-level waste. Therefore the 'time of docketing the

application for construction authorization hardly seems the

appropriate time to determine the amount of information which

is reasonably available". The rule which we propose and

submit herewith makes no amendment to Section 60.24(a),

leaving that matter for further discussion of the appropriateJt ;h1

standard.

6. The Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1987.

The supplementary information discusses the changes made

by Congress in the 'licensing processo by the Nuclear Waste

Policy Amendments Act of 1987, Title V, Subtitle A, Omnibus

,_,,Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987, Pub. L. 100-203. The
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Commission staff incorrectly states what Congress did. Indeed

Cpngress made significant changes to the process by which DOE

would recommend sites to the President, but the only changes

which the Congress made to the licensing process' of the

Commission were adding of the language in S114(f)(6) (permit-

ting NRC to exclude certain considerations from its EIS) and

deleting the date by which the Commission was to have issued a

final decision approving or disapproving the issuance of a

construction authorization. See Pub. L. 100-203, SSOll(j).

Where Congress made a specific limited alteration to the

Commission's anticipated licensing practice, it is wrong to

characterize Congress's change in DOE's statutory responsibil-

ities as an intention to change the NRC's statutory responsi-

bilities.

7. Petition For Rulemaking.

The supplementary information to the proposed rule

requests that any person desiring to comment on the rulemaking

petition filed by the States of Nevada and Minnesota, docketed

as PREM 60-2A on October 3, 1985, do so now.

The State of Nevada is not satisfied that the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission has responded to its petition for

rulemaking in a timely way. It should not take nearly three

years to respond to a proposal. And the mere inclusion of

opportunity for comment in the context of this rule regarding

NEPA is an inadequate response. The supplementary information

is correct that the petition for rulemaking 60-2A proposed an
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amendment to 10 C.F.R. 60.24 which would have required the

,,'5ommission to "evaluate the environmental impact statement

irequired by 42 U.S.C. 10134(f) and 10 C.F.R. 60.21(a) to

determine whether its adoption by the Commission would not

compromise the independent responsibilities of the Commission

to protect the public health and safety under the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2011, et. seq.)6. The proposed

rule then went on to specify the considerations which the

Commission should take into account in making such a determi-

nation. A number, though not all, of the considerations

suggested were mooted by the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments

Act of 1987. We have, therefore, rewritten and included the

proposal contained in PRM60-2A in the proposed rule which we

submit with these comments. Nevada continues to believe that

straightforward, substantive standard which may be applied

objectively ii the best course by-which the NRC can guarantee

the performance of its own NEPA responsibilities and preserve

its own discretion. We have also attempted to create a

procedure which resembles familiar practice under NEPA, rather

than creating a new and unfamiliar course, the monies of which

may require subsequent administrative judicial interpretation.

B. Nevada's Proposed Rules.

Nevada has submitted, as part of these comments, a

redrafted version of the proposal published at 53 Fed. Reg.

6144. We have attempted to 1) integrate the NRC proposed
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environmental impact statement submission process within the

'\"ther amendments to 10 C.F.R. Part 2 of which we are aware by

reason of Nevada's participation in the Eigh-Level Waste

Licensing Support System Advisory Committee; 2) establish a

system by which the Commission can retain its discretion to

consider and act upon environmental issues in licensing of a

repository; and 3) at the same time adopt DOE's EIS 'to the

extent practicable.' We have adopted as much of the NRC

proposal as possible so as to minimize the differences between

the two proposals. The proposed rules follow.

PART 2 - RULES OF PRACTICE FOR DOMESTIC LICENSING PROCEEDINGS

1. The authority citation for Part 2 is revised to read

As follows: Secs. 161, 181, 68 Stat. 948, 953, as amended (42

U.S.C. 2201, 1231)1 sec. 191,- as amended, Pub. L. 87-615, 76

Stat. 409 (42 U.S.C. 2241): sec. 201, 88 Stat. 1242, as

amended (42 U.S.C. 5841): 5 U.S.C. 552.

Section 2.101- also issued under secs. 53, 62, 63, 81,

103, 104, 105, 68 Stat. 930, 932, 933, 935, 936, 937, 938, as

amended (42 U.S.C. 2073, 2092, 2093, 2111, 2133, 2134, 2135):

sec. 114(f), Pub. L. 97-425, 96 Stat. 2213, as amended (42

U.S.C. 10134(f)); sec. 102, Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat. 853, as

amended (42 U.S.C. 4332); sec. 301, 88 Stat. 1248 (42 U.S.C.

5871). Sections 2.102, 2.103, 2.104, 2.105, 2.721 also issued

under secs. 102, 103, 104, 105, 183, 189, 68 Stat. 936, 937,

138, 954, 955, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2132, 2133, 2134, 2135,
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2233, 2239). Section 2.105 also issued under Pub. L. 97-415,

'6 Stat. 2073 (42 U.S.C. 2239). Sections 2.200-2.206 also

issued under secs. 186, 234, 68 Stat. 955, 83 Stat. 444, as

amended (42 U.S.C. 2236, 2282); sec. 206, 88 Stat. 1246 (42

U.S.C. 5846). Sections 2.600-2.606 also issued under sec.

102, Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat. 853, as amended (42 U.S.C.

4332). Sections 2.700a, 2.719 also issued under 5 U.S.C. SS4.

Sections 2.754, 2.760, 2.770 also issued under 5 U.S.C. 557.

Section 2.790 also issued under sec. 103, 68 Stat. 936, as

amended (42 U.S.C. 2133) and 5 U.S.C. 5S2. Sections 2.800 and

2.808 also issued under 5 U.S.C. 553. Section 2.809 also

issued under 5 U.S.C. 553 and sec. 29, Pub. L. 85-256, 71

Stat. 579, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2039). Subpart K also issued

under sec. 189, 68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C. 2239): sec. 134, Pub.

97-425, 96 Stat. 2230 (42 U.S.C. 10154). Appendix A also

issued under eec. 6, Pub. L. 91-560, 84 Stat. 1473 (42 U.S.C.

2135). Appendix B also issued under sec. 10, Pub. L. 99-240,

99 Stat. 1842 (42 U.S.C. 2021b et seq.).

2. In section 2.101, paragraphs (f)(1), (2), (4), (5),

and (7) are revised to read as follows:

c 2.101 Filing of application.

* * * * *

(f)(1) Each application for a license to receive and

possess high-level radioactive waste at a geologic repository

operations area pursuant to Part 60 of this chapter and any

environmental impact statement required in connection
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therewith pursuant to Subpart A of Part 51 of this chapter

1_ shall be processed in accordance with the provisions of this

."paragraph.

(2) To allow a determination as to whether the applica-

tion is complete and acceptable for docketing, it will be

initially treated as a tendered document, and a copy will be

available for public inspection in the Commission's Public

Document Room. Twenty copies shall be filed to enable this

determination to be made.

* * * * * *

(5) If a tendered document is complete and acceptable

for docketing, the applicant will be requested to ($) submit

to the Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards such

additional copies of the application and environmental impact

--- statement as the regulations in Part 60 and Subpart A of Part

'-'5l of this chapter require, (ii) serve a copy of such applica-

tion and environmental impac s e nt on parties-and poten-

tial parties as defined a d (iii) make direct

distrioution of additiona copi Federal, State, Indian

Tribe, and local officials *in accordance with the requirements

of this chapter and written instructions from the Director of

Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards. All such copies shall

be completely assembled documents, identified by docket

number. Subsequently distributed amendments to the applica-

tion, however, may include revised pages to previous submit-

tals and, in such cases, the recipients will be responsible

for inserting the revised pages.

COMNS2
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* * * * *

(7) Amendments to the application and supplements to the

environmental impact statement shall be filed and distributed

and a written statement shall-be furnished to the Director of

Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards in the same manner as

for the initial application and environmental impact state-

ment.

* * * * *

PART 51 - ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION REGULATIONS FOR DOMESTIC

LICENSING AND RELATED REGULATORY FUNCTIONS

3. The authority citation for Part 51 is revised to

read as follows: Sec. 161, 68 Stat. 948, as amended (42

U.S.C. 2201): secs. 201, as amended, 202, 88 Stat. 1242, as

amended, 1244 (42 U.S.C. 5841, 5842).

Subpart-A also issued under National Environmental Policy

Act of 1969, secs. 102, 104, 105, 83 Stat. 853-854, as amended

(42 U.S.C. 4332, 4334, 4335): and Pub. L. 95-604, Title II, 92

Stat. 3033-3041. Section 51.22 also issued under sec. 274, 73

Stat. 688, as amended by 92 Stat. 3036-3038 (42 U.S.C. 2021)

and under Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, sec. 121, 96 Stat.

2228 (42 U.S.C. 10141). Seas. 51.43 and 51.109 also issued

under Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982, sec. 114(f), 96 Stat.

2216, as amended (42 U.S.C. 10134(f)).

4. In S 51.20, existing paragraph (b)(13) is

redesignated as paragraph Cb)(14) and a new paragraph (b)(13)

is added to read as follows: 5 51.20 Criteria for and
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identification of licensing and regulatory actions reuiring

environmental impact statements.

(b) *

* * * * *

(13) Issuance of a construction authorization and

license pursuant to Part 60 of this chapter.

* * * * *

S. Section 51.21 is revised to read as follows:

S 51.21 Criteria for and identification of licensing and

regulatory actions recuirina environmental assessments.

All licensing and regulatory actions subject to this

subpart require an environmental assessment except those

identified in S 51.20(b) as requiring an environmental impact

statement, those identified in S 51.22(c) as categorical

exclusions, and those identified in S 51.22(d) as other

actions not requiring environmental review.-- As- provided in

S51.22(b), the Commission may, in special circumstances,

prepare an environmental assessment on an action covered by a

categorical exclusion.

6. Section 51.22 is amended, by revising the heading

and adding a new paragraph Cd), to read as follows:

S 51.22 Criterion for categorical exclusions identification of

licensing and reculatorv actions eligible for categorical

exclusion or otherwise not requiring environmental review.

* * * *.*
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(d) In accordance with section 121 of the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10141), the promulgation of

technical requirements and criteria that the Commission will

apply in approving or disapproving applications under Part 60

of this chapter shall not require an environmental impact

statement, an environmental assessment, or any environmental

review under subparagraph (E) or (F) of section 102(2) of

NEPA.

7. In S 51.26, paragraph (a) is revised and a new

paragraph (c) is added, to read as follows:

51.26 Requirement to -ublish notice of intent and conduct

scopinc Drocess.

(a) Whenever the appropriate NRC staff director deter-

mines that an environmental impact statement will be prepared

by NRC in connection with a proposed action, a notice of

,ntent will be prepared as provided in S 51.27, and will be

published in the Federal Register- as provided in S 51.116, and

an appropriate scoping process (see SS 51.27, 51.28 and 51.29)

will be conducted.

* * * * *

(c) Upon receipt of an application and accompanying

environmental impact statement under S60.22 of this chapter

(pertaining to geologic repositories for high-level radioac-

tive waste), the appropriate NRC staff director will include

in the notice of docketing required to he published by

52.101(f)(8) of this chapter a statement that the Commission

will, in accordance with S51.109, :onsrisder whether to adopt
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all or portions of the environmental impact statement. If the

appropriate NRC staff director determines, at the time of such

publication or at any time thereafter, that NRC should prepare

an environmental impact statement in connection with the

Commission's action on the license application, the procedures

set out in paragraph (a) of this chapter shall be followed.

8. A new S 51.67 is added to read as follows:

S 51.67 Environmental Information concerning geologic reyosi-

tories.

-.a) In lieu of an environmental reports the Department

of Energy, as an applicant for a license or license amendment

pursuant to Part 60 of this chapter, shall submit to the

Commission any final environmental impact statement, and any

supplement thereto, which the Department prepares in connec-

tion with any geologic repository developed under Subtitle A

.,- ;of Title I of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.

(b) The final environmental impact statement which

accompanies the Department of Energy's recommendation to the

President to approve a site for a geologic repository shall be

submitted to the Commission at the time and in the manner

described in S 60.22 of this chapter. Such statement shall be

prepared in accordance with the provisions of section 114(f)

of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. The statement shall

include, among the alternatives under consideration, denial of

a license or construction authorization by the Commission.

(c) Under applicable provisions of law, the Department

of Energy is required to supplement its final environmental
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*ipact statement whenever the Department makes a substantial

change in its proposed action that is relevant to environmen-

-tal concerns or determines that there Hre significant new

circumstances or information relevant to environmental con-

cerns and bearing on the proposed action or its impacts. The

Department shall submit any final supplement to its final

environmental impact statement to the Commission at the time

and in the manner described in S 60.22 of this chapter.

(d) Whenever the Department of Energy submits a final

environmental impact statement, or a final supplement to an

environmental impact statement, to the Commission pursuant to

this section, it shall also inform the Commission of the

status of any civil action for judicial review initiated

pursuant to section 119 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of

1982. This status report, which the Department shall update

Trom time to time to reflect changes in status, shall:

(1) State whether the.envi.ronmental impact.statement has

been found by the coarts of the United States to be adequate

or inadequate; and

(2) Identify any issues relating to the adequacy of the

environmental impact statement that may remain subject to

judicial review.

9. A new S 51.109 is added to read as follows:

S 51.109 Public hearings in Proceedings for issuance of

materials license with respect to a geologic regository.

(a)(1) In a proceeding for the issuance of a license to

receive and possess source, special nuclear, and by-product
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material at a geologic repository operations area, the NRC

-0 staff shall present its position whether it is practicable or

- -not to adopt, without further supplementation, the environmen-

tal impact statement (including any supplement thereto)

prepared by the Secretary of Energy. In discharging its

responsibilities under this paragraph, the staff shall be

guided by the principles set forth in paragraphs (c) and (d)

of this section.

(2) Any other party to the proceeding who contends that

it is not practicable to adopt the DOE environmental impact

statement, as it may have been supplemented, shall file a

contention to that effect in accordance with 52.714(b) or

S2.1014 of this chapter.

(b) In any such proceeding, the presiding officer will

determine those matters in controversy among the parties

-within the scope of NEPA and this subpart, specifically

including whether, and to what extent, it is practicable to

adopt the environmental impact statement prepared by the

Secretary of Energy in connection with the issuance of a

construction authorization and license for such repository.

(c) It shall be practicable for the Commission to adopt

the environmental impact statement prepared by the Secretary

of Energy if:

(1) The action proposed to be taken by the Commission is

sufficiently similar to the action proposed in the license

application submitted by the Secretary of Energy so that any
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is;

difference between the two actions will not significantly

e"%~affect the quality. of the human environment.

(2) Information or considerations unavailable to the

Secretary do not render the environmental impact statement

inadequate to perform the Commission's independent NEPA

responsibilities. Information or considerations shall be

deemed available to the Secretary if the information or

considerations have been addressed in a supplemental environ-

mental impact statement that the Secretary has submitted to

the Commission in accordance with the provisions of this

chapter.

(3) Adoption of the Secretary's environmental impact

statement, or any portion thereof, would not compromise the

independent responsibility of the Commission to protect the

public health and safety under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954.

(4) Adoption of the Secretary's environmental impact

statement will fit within the administrative structure by

which the Commission considers the environmental implications

of proposed major federal actions.

(5) The considerations established by (1), (2), (3), and

(4) shall be applied in such a manner to utilize all those

portions of the Secretary's environmental impact statement

upon which it is permissible, under NEPA, for the Commission

to independently rely.

(d) To the extent that the presiding officer determines

it to be practicable to adopt all or any part of the environ-

mental impact statement prepared by the Secretary of Energy,
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I
such adoption shall be deemed to satisfy all responsibilities

of the Commission under Section 102(2)(c) of NEPA, 42 U.S.C.

')N332(2)(c). Such satisfaction shall not foreclose considera-

tion of environmental issues by the Commission for which

contentions have been filed pursuant to 2.501(a)(2) or which 2 1
have been otherwise identified by the Commission.

(e) To the extent that it is not practicable to adopt

the environmental impact statement prepared by the Secretary

of Energyr the presiding officer will:

(1) Determine whether the requirements of section

102(2)(A), (C)r and (E) of NEPA and the regulations in this

subpart have been met;

(2) Independently consider the final balance among

conflicting factors contained in the record of the proceeding

__with a view to determining the appropriate action to be taken;

(3) Determine, after weighing the environmental, econom-

ic, technical and other benrefittsagainst environmentil and

other costs, whether the construction authorization or license

should be issued, deniedr or appropriately conditioned to

protect environmental values;

(4) Determine, in an uncontested proceeding, whether the

NEPA review conducted by the NRC staff has been adequate; and

(5) Determine, in a contested proceeding, whether in

accordance with the regulations in this subpart, the construc-

tion authorization or license should be issued as proposed.

(f) The determinations described in paragraphs (b)

through (e), and the similar review determinations of the
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Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board and the Commission,

shall be incorporated in the Commission's final environmental

impact statement which shall be published by the Commission in

accordance with S51.118. That final environmental impact

statement shall not be OfinalO action for purposes of judicial

review until the Commission's action approving or disapproving

the construction authorization is similarly 'final' under the

Administrative Procedures Act.

PART 60 - DISPOSAL OF HIGH-LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTES IN GEOLOG-

IC REPOSITORIES

10. The authority citation for Part 60 is revised to

read as follows: Secs. 51, 53, 62, 63, 65, 81, 161, 182, 68

Stat. 929, 930, 932, 933, 935, 948, 953, 954, as amended (42

I.S.C. 2071, 2073, 2092, 2093, 2095, 2111, 2201, 2232, 2233):

secs. 202, 206, 88 Stat. 1244, 1-246 (42 U.S.C 5842, 5846);

secs. 10 and 14, Pub. L. 95-601, 92 Stat. 2951 (42 U.S.C.

2021a and 5851): sec. 102, Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat. 853 (42

tU.S.C. 4332): secs. 114, 121, Pub. L. 97-425, 96 Stat. 2213,

2228, as amended (42 U.S.C. 10134, 10141).

For the purposes of section 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended

(42 U.S.C. 2273), SS 60.10, 60.71 to 60.75 are issued under

sec. 1610, 68 Stat. 950, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(o)).

11. In S 60.15, paragraph (c) is removed and paragraph

(d) is redesignated as paragraph (c).
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12. In S 60.21, paragraph (a) is revised to read as

follows:

i 60.21 Content of application.

(a) An application shall consist of general information

and a Safety Analysis Report. An environmental impact state-

ment shall be prepared in accordance with the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act of 1982, as amended, and shall accompany the

applicaticn. Any Restricted Data or National Security Infor-

mation shall be separated from unclassified information.

* * * * *

13. Section 60.22 is revised to read as follows:

5 60.22 Filing and distribution of application.

(a) An application for a license to receive and possess

source, special nuclear, or by-product material at a geologic

-repository operations area at a site which has been character-

-ized, and any-amendments thereto, and an accompanying environ-

mental impact statement and any final supplements thereto

shall be signed by the Secretary of Energy or the Secretary's

authorized representative and shall be filed in triplicate

with the Director.

(b) Each portion of such application and any amendments,

and each environmental impact statement and any final

supplements thereto, shall be accompanied by 30 additional

copies. Another 120 copies shall be retained by DOE for

distribution in accordance with written instructions from the

Director or the Director's designee.
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(c) DOE shall, upon notification of the appointment of

-,\an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, update the application,

eliminating all superseded information, and supplement the

environmental impact statement if necessary, and serve the

updated application and environmental impact statement (as it

may have been supplemented) as directed by the Board. At that

time DOE shall also serve one such copy of the application and

environmental impact statement on the Atomic Safety and

Licensing Appeal Panel. Any subsequent amendments to the

application or final supplements to the environmental impact

statement shall be served in the same manner.

(d) At the time of filing of an application and any

amendments thereto, one copy shall be made available in an

appropriate location near the proposed geologic repository

operations area (which shall be a public document room, if one

has been established) for inspection by the-public and updated

as amendments to the application are made. The environmental

impact statement and any final supplements thereto shall be

made available in the same manner. An updated copy of the

application, and the environmental impact statement and final

supplements, shall be produced at any public hearing held by

the Commission on the application, for use by any party to the

proceeding.

(e) The DOE shall certify that the updated copies of the

application, and the environmental impact statement as it may

have been supplemented, as referred to in paragraphs Cc) and

Cd) of this section, contain the current contents of such
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documents submitted in accordance with the requirements of

this part.

14. In S 60.24, the section heading and paragraph tc) is

revised to read as follows:

5 60.24 Updatina of aDplication and environmental impact

gtatement.

Cc) The DOE shall supplement its environmental impact

statement in a timely manner so as to take into account the

environmental impacts of any substantial changes in its

proposed actions or any significant new circumstances or

information relevant to environmental concerns and bearing on

the proposed action or its impacts.

15. In S 60.31, the introductory paragraph is revised to

read as follows:

5 60.31 Construction authorization.

Upon review and consideration of an application and

environmental impact statement submitted under this partr the

Commission may authorize construction if it determines:

* * * . * *

16. In 5 60.51, the introductory portion of paragraph

(a) and paragraph (b), are revised to read as follows:

5 60,51 License amendment for mermanent closure.

(a) DOE shall submit an application to amend the license

prior to permanent closure. The submission shall consist of

any update of the license application submitted under St 60.21

and 60.22, including:

* * * * *
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(b) If necessary, so as to take into account the envi-

"-Vonmental impact of any substantial changes in the permanent

closure activities proposed to be carried out or any signifi-

cant new information regarding the environmental impacts of

such closure, DOE shall also supplement its environmental

impact statement and submit such statement, as supplemented,

vith the application for license amendment.

C. Comparison of the Practical Imwlementations of NRC's and

Nevada's Proposed Rules.

1. The Problems With Imrlementation of the NRC's

Proposed Rule.

The NRC's proposed rule anticipated only a single

repository site having been recommended by DOE in its final

environmental impact statement. This overlooks the

possibility that the Negotiator; established by-Title IV of

the NWPA as amended, S 5041, Title V. Pub. L. 100-203

recommends a different site. The procedures and environmental

issues important to the NRC in that event are not anticipated

by NRC's proposed rule. For instance, in a negotiated site

case, the host state will have foregone its right to litigate

the DOE's EIS altogether. But that state won't have

relinquished its right to expect full consideration of

environmental issues by the Ccmmission.

The proposed rule does not adequately address the i I

practical problem that litigation over DOE's EIS could be
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protracted, perhaps longer than the NRC licensing process and

,,certainly longer than the date when, under the proposed, NRC

---staff must advise the Board regarding its decision to adopt

the EIS. This could put the Commission in a position where it

could not move.

2. The Advantage of Nevada's Proposed Rule

Nevada's proposed rule retains the Commission's

discretion and establishes a process which could be utilized

in any DOE or Negotiator proposed action.

Nevada's proposal protects against early litigation

against NRC for failure to comply with NEPA. NRC's proposal

A toes not.

Nevada's proposal introduces no time delays in the

exercise of NRC's licensing jurisdiction.

Nevada's proposal takes into account the other

changes anticipated to 10 CFR 2. NRC's proposal does not.

D. Recommended Action

The Commission should make major changes in its proposed

rule and submit them again for comment. In the alternative,
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-. the Commission should establish some other mechanism by which

to incorporate Nevada's concerns into the rule.
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RE: Proposed changes to 10 C.F.R. Parts
2, 51 and 60

Dear Mr. Chilk,

National Headquaners
257 Paok Avenue South
New York, NY 10010
(212) 505.2100
1616 P Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 387-3500
5655 College Avenue
Oakland, CA 94618
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The Environmental Defense Fund ("EDF") is
a non-profit organization with over 60,000
members nationwide. Our members include
attorneys, scientists, economists, educators and
other professionals and concerned citizens who
are interested in preserving and creating the
best possible national and global environment.
Towards that goal, EDF advocates minimizing the
uses of hazardous materials and selecting the
most prudent management systems for-existing
hazardous wastes, including nuclear waste.
Through legislative, administrative, and court
action, EDF has participated in the debate over
this nation's long term strategy for nuclear
waste disposal. For example, EDF took part in
the High Level Waste Licensing Support System
negotiated rulemaking conducted by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission ("NRC", "the Commission").

We have reviewed the proposed changes to
NRC's rules for compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") in the context
of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 and the
1987 amendments thereto (collectively ONWPA").
EDF urges the Commission to abandon the dramatic
diminution of its licensing authority which
these proposed changes would effect. Instead,
EDF would urge the Commission to withdraw this
proposal and prepare and publish a new set of
amendments to its existing rules which conform
them as necessary to the clear process
variations required by NWPA: but do not
illegally reduce the scope af KAC's.repository
licensing review.
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From our review, EDF would support the proposed changes to

the following sections of NRC's rules in 10 C.F*R. as primarily

or entirely noncontroversial: Part 2, section 101; Part 51,

sections 20, 21, 22, 26(a), 67(a), 67(b), 67(d), 109(a)(1),

109(b), 109(e), 109(g), and 118; and Part 60, sections 22, 31 and

51(a). We believe that NRC could adopt these sections, following

this public comment and review period, with appropriate

modifications to conform to the rule which will be produced as a

result of the recently completed negotiated rulemaking (that will

add an new subpart to 10 C.F.R. Part 2 to allow for the use of an

enhanced "Licensing Support System" during the Commission's

consideration of the repository.)...

Interpreting the NWPA, NRC argues generally that the

Commission's NEPA responsibilities are limited under the KWPA,

that the Commission is entitled to adopt the Environmental Impact

Statement ("EIS") that the Department of Energy ("DOE") will

prepare pursuant to NWPA section 114, that the Commission need

not do any independent analysis of the environmental issues which

DOE covers in its EIS nor consider such issues in the licensing

process, and that, with regard to environmental mitigation

measures presented in DOE's EIS, NRC has no duty to include such

measures as conditions in its repository license. (EDP refers

through to an NRC "license" and "licensing process." Our intent
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is to include in these shorthand phrases the NRC construction

authorization and process for issuing such authorization, too.)

This attempt by the Commission to limit its duties is simply

appalling. NRC is the sole federal agency with the power to

grant or deny a license to DOE for this nation's first, and

potentially only, high level nuclear waste repository. Given its

role as licensor, the Commission is also the federal agency with

the ultimate responsibility for the fate, and with the final say

as to what must be done to ensure the public and environmental

safety, of such repository. The Commission simply cannot -- by

rule -- shirk the awesome responsibility which Congress gave to

it -- by law:

EDF finds it ironic that the Commission, which just invested

nine months worth of two day meetings to draft a rule which would

govern discovery and procedural matters for the licensing,

clearly a sign that the Commission recognizes the serious nature

of its licensing responsibility, would now so blatantly attempt

to lighten its burden, especially knowing that no other federal

agency or law will operate as a backstop for those deficiencies

which NRC would hereby refuse to catch. Despite the fact that

Congress directed DOE to prepare an EIS to support its choice of

a repository site, Congress put NRC in the position of umpire,

with the final authority to call fair or foul.
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NRC must exercise its NEPA duties for the repository. NRC

can take an active role in the development of DOE's EIS and

thereby attempt to ensure that such EIS adequately addresses all

issues-which it is proper for DOE to address in carrying out its

responsibilities under the NWPA. Were NRC to participate

actively, commenting at all phases in DOE's progress including

the scoping process and the draft EIS, NRC might be able to adopt

more of DOE's EIS than it would be able to adopt absent vigorous

participation. However, even if NRC does take an active, early

role in the development of DOE's EIS, NRC must still carry out

its own NEPA responsibilities for the repository, including the

preparation and issuance of its own EIS. Although parts of that

EIS may in fact be adopted from DOE's FEPA compliance documents,

NRC must also fill in the gaps which will result because of NRC's

independent duties under NWPA which Congress explicitly

recognized. Because these proposed rules would thwart NRC's Nv.

responsibilities, NRC must redraft, republish and rethink the

regulatory amendments it needs to adopt to fulfil its statutory

obligations for licensing a high level nuclear waste repository.

2. The NWPA's limitations on REPA compliance do not
affect URC as broadly as the Commission argues.

NRC argues that Congress significantly narrowed the scope of

the Commission's NEPA compliance in the NWPA, primarily through 3 I

section 114(f). The four changes to the scope of the EIS which

NWPA makes are that neither DOE, as a result of section
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114(a)(1)(D),-nor NRC, pursuant to section 114(f) need consider:

(1) the need for a repository; (2) alternatives to deep geologic

storage; (3) time of initial availability of repository; and (4)

alternatives to the Nevada site, if that is the site that DOE

recommends.

EDF appreciates that NRC faces a daunting task, which

Congress has made all the more difficult by imposing on the

Commission a three year statutory deadline for issuing its

construction authorization. However, the Commission may not

arbitrarily remove from its licensing inquiry topics which

rightfully belong there in a crass attempt to cut time out of the

process. Moreover, the few limits which Congress imposed on

NRC's NEPA inquiries in se~ction 114 do not allow NRC to avoid all

other NEPA considerations in its licensing. Although the

Commission states that its authority under the Atomic Energy Act,

as amended is limited to the protection of public health and

safety, this is not quite correct. As amended, the Atomic Energy

Act directs NRC to comply with NEPA so6, NRC's authority also

includes the consideration of impacts to the human environment.

Nothing in the NWPA changes NRC's authority, except to the

limited extent set out in section 114(f).

NRC could have properly concluded that Congress, in

narrowing the scope of NEPA compliance, meant to narrow In the

same way the issues for KRC to consider in its licensing
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proceeding, and EDF would have agreed with this conclusion. But

instead, KRC proposes through these rules to limit its own NEPA

duties and the scope of its licensing inquiry far beyond the four

above-described limitations which Congress imposed in NWPA

section 114. These four specific congressional limits on the

scope of DOE's and NRC's NEPA duties have no relevance whatsoever

to any further narrowing either of the scope of NRC's licensing

inquiry or of the extent of KRC's adoption or rejection of DOE's

EZS. The former is controlled by the provisions of 10 C.F.R.

Part 60 and the EPA standards for high level waste repositories,

40 C.F.R. Part 121. The latter is controlled by other language

in section 114(f). NRC cannot use the Congressional elimination

of the four topics listed above to support an attempt to narrow

far beyond those topics NRC's NEPA responsibilities or the scope

of its licensing proceeding.

In fact, the very legislative history which NRC quotes

regarding the Commission's independent duties vis-a-vis the

repository support the principle that NRC is no allowed to

forego its NEPA duties and rely entirely on DOE's NEPA

compliance. In addition to the legislative history, there is the

language of NWPA itself which indicates that Congress intended

for NRC to issue its own EIS. Thus, section 114(f) (6) provides:

"In any [EIS] prepared with respect to the repository to be
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constructed under this subtitle, the Commission need not

consider Ethe four above-listed factors]." Emphasis added.

As EDF explains below, the interplay between federal

agencies, each with distinct programmatic and NEPA

responsibilities, is not one which would allow the Commission to

abdicate its role simply because DOE, its sister agency, complie 2d

with the laws, including NEPA, which apply to the Department.

Calvert CIliffs Coordinating Committee v. L Atomic Eneray

Commission, 449 F.2d 1109 (D.C. Cir. 1971). The Commission even

cites this case, 53 Fed. Reg. 16138, col. 3, yet dismisses its

relevance. .

2. "Adoption to the Extent.Practicable" is a flexible
standard which preserves NRC's discretion.

NWPA section 114(f) tells KRC to adopt DOE's EIS "to the

extent practicable," from which NRC reasons that it must give the 3
EIS "substantial weight" where relevant to Commission decisions.

Although the Commission concedes both that a "rule of reason"

still applies regarding its evaluation of DOE's discussions, and

that DOE might not necessarily address in its EIS all of the

issues which NRC must address, the Commission translates the

Congressional directive to adopt if practicable into a virtual

directive to adopt. "eg, proposed section 51.67(c).. Further,

KRC suggests that, because NWPA section 114(f) allows NRC's

adoption.of the EIS to "satisfy".NRC's NEPA duties such that "no

further consideration is required," the NWPA as a whole (or at
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least in its directive in section 114(d) to VRC to issue a

construction authorization for the repository) should be read as

"counseltingj against the wide ranging independent examination of

environmental concerns customary to NRC's licensing proceedings."

With regard to the standard -- that NRC may adopt "to the

extent practicable" -- only to the extent that DOE's EIS does

satisfy NRC's needlfor information in making its licensing

determination would it "practicable" for KRC to adopt DOE's EIS

and not consider further the matters addressed in the EIS. As

NRC has long recognized, the standard "to the extent practicable"

gives the Commission "flexibility" to "exercise [its) judgment"

independently as to whether or'not to take-the'action

contemplated. See, e.a. 50 Fed. Reg. 41853, col. 2 and 41856,

col. 1 (Oct. 16, 1985) (an KRC discussion of "to the extent

practicable" in the context of its uranium mill tailings

regulations and the interplay between NRC's rules and EPA's

standards). Therefore, NRC cannot, as proposed in these draft

rules, notice an "intent" to adopt a sister agency's EIS prior

even to examining that EIS and regardless of whether such EIS

adequately addresses the issues which -B. as opposed to DOE,

must address to carry out its duty - the grant or denial of a

repository license. This is especially true, as explained above,

given that Congress intended NRC to comply with NEpA

independently from DOE.
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3. AWPA's provisions for judicial review of any E!Ses do
not relieve NRC of its independent KEPA responsibilities.

NRC makes a series of arguments on the binding nature of

judicial review of DOE's EIS as a basis for the Commission's

positions that it will be bound by DOE's EIS and that NRC will

not rehash the environmental issues covered by DOE's EIS in the

licensing proceeding. NWPA section 119, which provides for

judicial review of "any" repository EIS certainly means that a

court holding on the adequacy of DOE's EIS, if such ruling were

final by the time of NRC's licensing proceedings, would bind the

Commission's decisions t2t extnt of JIM holding. however,

in making this argument, NRC appears to be desperately holding

blinders on its face. Nothing about the Commission's premise

allows for the leaps it makes towards its conclusions.

In fact, section 119 of the NWPA, just like section 114,

would appear to contemplate the issuance of more than one EIS on

the repository; in section 119, that is evidenced by the use of

word "any" to modify repository EIS. If Congress had intended

there to be only one EIS, it could have so stated. Moreover, NRC

cannot use a potential court ruling that DOE's EIS is adequate

for poEts compliance with KEPA as the basis for an NRC decision

to rely on the DOE EIS. As EDF noted above, DOE's NEPA

responsibilities are separate and distinct from NRC's. That

DOE's EIS complies with NEPA in satisfying DOE's duties under

that law has limit.d %:elevance for NRC. The Commission must
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still conduct an independent analysis -- even of those portions

of DOE's EIS which the Commission wants to adopt -- to determine

whether those portions which it adopts satisfy its own NEPA

responsibilities. Finally, if NRC were to adopt parts of DOE's

EIS, even to the extent that NRC were then bound by a court

decision which found such parts in compliance with NEPA, that

scenario obviously contemplates that NRC would have to wait for 31
such court decision, which could be years after the issuance of

DOE's EIS and long after such decision could be meaningful during

the Comuission's expedited licensing proceeding.

4. KRC may not exclude from its licensing proceeding the
consideration of environmental issues.

Citing the statutory provision that allows KRC to adopt

parts of DOE's EIS and various Congressional committee reports,

NRC argues that the legislative history of NWPA directs the

Commission to focus on health and safety issues, to the exclusion

of the environmental issues ordinarily raised in the NEPA

process. The Commission bases this argument on several factors,

including that Congress removed NRC review of DOE's decisions on

site screening and selection, that one Senate bill had included

the word "environmental" which was not included ink the final

version of the 1982 NWPA, and that except for its review of the

Guidelines, NRC's role is statutorily limited to addressing

health and safety issues. NRC also cites committee reports for

the proposition that NRC should not duplicate DOE's work,
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although NRC admits that one such report, the Conference Report

on L.R. 6598, H. Rep. 97-785, part 1, p. 69, specifically

reserves NRC's independent NEPA and licensing responsibilities

and recognizing NRC's duty to supplement DOE's EIS as necessary.

NRC also concedes that, at least in the Senate, the bill's

primary authors expected that NRC's NEPA analysis would be broad.

Finally, NRC points to the sections of NWPA which make DOE

actions on the repository subject to legislative and judicial IC

review to argue that DOE's EIS does not also need KRC review.

Essentially, KRC attempts to distinguish between the

Congressional intent to limit the Commission's NEPA duties but

not its licensing authority. The simple response is that no such

duality exists. In fact, for KRC to perform its licensing

function adequately, it must produce a competent EIS which

addresses all of the issues encompassed by NRC's NEPA, Atomic

Energy Act and NIWPA authorities and it must allow for all such

issues to be subject to argument on their merits in the licensing

proceeding. It is to ensure that NRC can carry out these

functions that Congress expressly provided NRC with the authority

to adopt DOE's EIS in whole, in part, or not at all, and to

supplement that whole or partial XIS as necessary to comply with

its own duties.

As to the Commissionts argument that it has responsibility

for health and safety issues but not protection of the human
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environment, such position is contrary to (1) the Commission's

NEPA duties as a federal agency undertaking a major federal

action, (2) what the Commission itself saw as its

responsibilities when it adopted 10 C.F.R. 60 which contemplates

NRC review of at least some environmental issues, and (3) the

implications of KWPA section 121 which directs EPA to adopt

environmental standards and NRC to promulgate technical criteria

which "shall not be inconsistent with any comparable standards

promulgated by the [EPA] Administrator." Section 121 then

directs NRC to revise its criteria if issued before EPA's

standards and if after EPA's standards are issued it turns out

that the NRC'criteria are inconsistent with the EPA standards.

5. There is no basis for WRC to prejudge the nature of
the license conditions which it will impose.

NRC claims that it does not anticipate the imposition of

license conditions with significant environmental impacts. 53 3-l0
Fed. Reg. 16142, col. 3. The Commission comes to this amazing

conclusion without identifying a basis for such a dramatic

limitation on its licensing duties and without the benefit of

any specific information regarding the nature of the repository's

environmental impacts. NRC's only authority for this attempted

divestiture of its licensing authority is that, in its view, "DOE

has the primary responsibility for considwt:'tion of environmental

matters." hIb. NRC makes this argument .Notwithstanding its

recognition that its own regulations, at 0 C.F.R. Part 60.32(a)
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require the Commission to address the protection of

environmental values." NRC purports to explain its new position

by arguing that, if significant changes occur or new information

becomes available after DOE files its original license

application, then NRC would expect DOE to supplement the EIS and

amend its application. Moreover, NRC explains that "affected

parties tcould] seek redress against DOE in the courts" for the

enforcement of environmental mitigation measures identified

either in the initial EIS and any supplements thereto. 53 Fed.

Reg. 16143, col. 3.

This ip truly an extraordinary attempt at abdication of

NRC's licensing role. First of all, there is no justification

for NRC to be declaring today that it will not impose

environmentally significant (or any type of) licensing conditions

for the repository when the licensing proceeding is unlikely to

begin for at least five years. This is simply irresponsible

agency behavior. -

Second, although DOE can attempt to describe the

environmental impacts of the repository and how it plans to

comply with EPA standards and NRC criteria, NRC as the licensing

agency clearly has an independent duty and the ultimate

responsibility to review the application and decide what license

conditions are necessary to ensure compliance with EPA's

standards and the Commission criteria. DOE may have, at least
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initially, the primary authority for protection of the human

environment in the context of designing and constructing a

repository, but NRC cannot avoid its position as ultimate

guarantor of the safety of the repository, including the

protection of the human environment from adverse impacts

associated with the repository. As a result of its duty to

license the facility, and as the sole such licensor, NRC must 2 -lo
place all necessary conditions into its license.

Third, under REPA, which is a law to ensure that federal

agencies make their decisions on the basis of adequate

information that fleshes out the environmental impacts of a

proposed federal action, "affected parties" have no claim for
3.11

redress on the basis of mitigation promised in an EIS if such

mitigation measures are not included as a permit/license

condition or otherwise required by law. NRC, in fact, cites no

authority for its claim that such proposed mitigation measures

are independently enforceable. Given that no such authority

exists, NRC must include such conditions in its license.

Therefore, NRC must allow such conditions to be subjected to the

scrutiny which its licensing process affords.

6. aRC adoption of.all or part of DOE's BIB does not mean
that NRC can avoid considering environmental Issues at its
licensing proceedings.

NRC argues that for the repository, DOE is the "lead agencyj 3 _

for NEPA purposes and the Commission is merely a commenting
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agency. Let, 40 C.F.R. 1506. As such, the Commission asserts

that right to adopt DOE's EIS if that statement is adequate and

without doing an independent evaluation of the issues that DOE

addresses in its EIS prior to such adoption. Even though NEPA

would usually require the licensing agency to do an independent

review, because of NWPA's limits on NEPA compliance and judicial

review provisions, NRC claims it may defer to DOE's work here

because DOE is the agency with the ultimate responsibility for

the repository so NRC may defer to DOE's views.

EDF is appalled that NRC would attempt to cast DOE as the

federal agency with the ultimate authority over the repository

when it is NSIC with the power to grant or deny a repository

license. Because NRC is the agency with the ultimate authority

to declare whether the repository is ever built, this situation

is no different from the cases NRC cites that direct NRC, as the

licensing agency, to do an independent evaluation of the health,

safety and environmental impacts of a proposed project. In

fact, the cases which NRC cites represent a bar to NRC's adoption

of DOE's EIS absent the Commission's performing an independent

review.

7. NRC cannot deny DOErs application to avoid having to
supplement the EIS.

Section 114(f)(6) of NWPA appears to assume that NRC will

issue some NEPA compliance documents, either portions of an EIS

or an EIS supplement of its own. Otherwise, there would be no
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reason for the language, *[ijn any such statement prepared with

respect to the repository to be constructed under this subtitle,

the NRC" need not consider certain issues. For NRC to use this

rulemaking to announce its intention that either DOE will prepare

supplements to the EIS that NRC deems necessary or NRC will Oeny J.,3

DOE's application is simply preposterous. It is also without

legal basis. NRC cannot force DOE to perform the Commission's

own responsibilities through the threat of license denial. EDF

urges the Commission to rethink such juvenile behavior.

For the foregoing reasons, EDF suggests that the Commission

reconsider its proposal here and-redraft proposed rules which

would incorporate those changes that ensure that the Commission

take advantage of the Congressional invitation to adopt, where

practicable, the DOE EIS, while at the same time preserving the

Commission's full responsibilities as the licensing agency for

the repository. NRC must consider environmental issues in its

licensing process. To guarantee the best possible consideration

of all issues, NRC should participate in the early development of

DOE's EIS and reserve its ability to supplement and change that

EIS as necessary to comply with NEPA and NWPA. The proposed

rules do not accomplish these goals. EDF urges NRC first to give

careful consideration of the alternatives proposed by the State
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of Nevada and the Southwest Research and Information Center and

then to publish a second set of proposed draft amendments.

Sincerely,

Melinda Kassen
Staff Attorney
Rocky Mountain Regional Office
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1. SUMMARY

$he Nuclear Jegulatory ommission's (MC) proposed rule for APrAyeview

Tprocedures for Geologic Repositories for High-Level Waste (10 CFR Parts 2, 51

and 60, 53 Federal legister 16131) is inadequate because it does not xeet the

legal requirements of tEPA and the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (tPA), it does

not address the two nst bizminent actions facing the mrnissiont and it does

rot adequately consider the range of alternative scenarios that relate to the

Commission's adopting ME's final environmental inpact statement (nIS).

The proposed rule seem to assume that the only likely possibility of the

Camnssion receiving a ME EMS is as part of a repository license application

afters Yucca Mobntain is characterized and then is reccrrended by the

President to Congress; the State of Nevada files suit challenging the adequacy

of the iEIS (and presumably files its rnotice of disapproval, whkch is

overridden by Congress); the Court of Appeals finds the FEIS is not

inadequate; and the only substantive issues before the NRC in the licensing

proceeding relate to radiological safety issues at Yucca Nkxmtain. While that

scenario is possible, it is not the only scenario, and perhaps not even the

most likely one. Mbreover, it is inappropriate for the Comnission to base so

ouch of its proposed rule - consciously or unconsciously - on that

assumption.

Because of those inadequacies, the proposed rule should be substantially

revised and reissued for additional ccmment before final promulgation.

II. LEGAL REOUIR NTS FOR THE 02MssIN'S LICuNSIr REVEW

The NWPA's language in section 114(f) upon which the Ccmmissicn relies so

heavily in the proposed rule was intended to expedite the NRC's review of the

license application -- Aich Ccngress hoped could be done in 3 years or a

naximzn of 4 years (Section 114(d)(2)). The Commdssion is erroneously reading

1



the statute to limit the NEPA and licensing issues that the I= can adress.

Qo the contrary, the NWPA explicitly alows NC to disapprove a construction

aplication and doe not limit to 'radiological safety' the issues that could q-1

lead to suci a rejection (Sction 116(c)(4)(A)(iii) and Section

118 (b) (5) (iii) ) .

Ibreover., Cngress is aware that the NY often places coditios en its

licensees, but it did mnt prodhibit the Czmndssin from irposing coniticns,

including those related to envirowental issues. in such cases, a Ppleent

to the EEIS =uld be necessary.

The Commission's self-imposed limits on the scope of its NEPA review and

its licensing authority are not consistent with protecting public health aed

safety and the Omndssion's ncrral licensing procedures. The Omudssion

should re-propose a rule hidch provides for full NEPA review, not linidted to

artificial distinctions of 'radiological safety" and enviromnental concerns.

In fact, in many cases those distinctions ray be iqpcssible to make since many

issues will intertwine environmental and radiological cocerns.

III. ACMCNS NEEDIM NG ATNO_--

The proposed rule does not focus on the actions that are mast bwidnent and

on those actions where DOE, states and tribes, and the public nest neee

guidance from the Obmwdssion. Toe actions are NFC's role in DE's sooping

process and the comudssionsB procedures for dealing with the new Office of

Negotiator established as Title IV of the XWPA by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act

Amendments of 1987 (NWPAh).

A. Sooping process fr Yucca Mountain

While the Cmumission's consideration of DCE's FEIS in a licensing

proceeding for Yucca Mbuntain will not commence until 1995 at the earliest, '5

according to DOE's Draft 1988 Mission Plan Amendment (p. 51). DOE's scoping
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process should begin within a year. In 1986, the Qmnission affird that it

would review and oanment on DE's sccpirg doc6wents and activities for

>Irlplmenting NEA." (51 Federal Megister 27159). 7he Ccmdssion Should be

describing ow it will be involved in the scoping process. Instead, the

prcEsed rule totally ignores that 198 C=nission position on involvemnt in

the scoping process and says (p. 16131) that the bnirdssion's review begins

with the DEIS.

Since WE has rnt yet adequately defined its NM process, the mnissicn d-3
should be providizV guidance to DE as to ho the scoping process should

proceed -incluing %ben and bow the siBing process s1hold be initiated, how

the affected states and tribes and the public shuld be involved, and

discussing the form of FC's participation. During that socping process, the

Comission should be an active participant and sbould participate in soaping

hearings. The NFC should also rake suggestions as to how DOE can best

consider a disposal system whdi includes both an MRS and a repository.

The prcposed rule should incorporate a full understanding of the

Comnission's role throughout the NEPA process, including In the soaping

process. The lack of such a oaplete understanding is a major deficiency in

the proposed rule. 5he proposed rule should be carrected in a reissued

prcopsed rule.

B. uclear Waste Negotiator

In its preawrble, the prpsed rule recogizes that a nw Title IV of the

U;PA has been created, but neither in the preanble ncr In the spolsed rule

does the Canission describe the substantial new requiremzts that the

Coanission my have as a result of the activities of the Negotiator. Sirce

the Negotiator is required to finish his/her work by January 1993 (pursuant to

3



Section 410), the CotimsiCn's activities under that Title will be

accalished before COE even submits its draft envirasz ntal izract Btatement

r Yucca Mtain, kdcbh is rot scheduled until 1993 according to the Draft

1988 Mission Plan Anexrnnt (p. 51).

$he new Title establishes new requiranents en the Crnidssion. Section

403(c) allows the Negotiator to solicit and consider ccnents fram the NFC on

the suitability of any site for site characterization. The Negotiator will

almnst certainly rquest information ard assistane fran the Commission.

WUile the statute is silent on NRC's role in reviewing an environmental

assessment (E) developed for a site proposed by the Negotiator, clearly the

NFC should review such an A iii at least as much detail as it reviewed the

previous draft and final E's praduced by ME for potential repository sites.

The Commission should expressly acknowledge this role.

Moreover, the new Title also changes the role of the EIS for a

Negotiator-chosen site. Fbr such a site, the FEIS wculd not' be for the site

*lection decisicn of the Secretary of Energy and the President, but rather

would cnly serve the purpose of providing necessary NEPA docunentation for the

license application. An environmental assessent, not a FEIS, is specifically

reguired by Section 403(d)(1) as pert of the submission to Congress for its

approval of the agreenent made the the affecteu state or Indian tribe and the

WE. The preamble for the prcpsed rule shows no recognition of this

possibility since it describes the FEIS as being for both the recamendation

and for the license application (p. 16139).

With a negotiator-selected site, it is quite likely that there will be no

NEPA challenge since the affected state will not cppose the designation before f G
Congress, the courts, or the Camuission. (Of course, the period of judicial

4



review far the FUS on the negotiator-selected site is also different, since

the 180-day time period ray well not begin until the FEIS is filed with the

license application.)

In addition to its irrpacts on the NEPA process, the Office of Negotiator l- 7
will be a new agerny with which N C will interact. Dhe Cmnnissicn should

begin immediately defining its role in relation to the Negotiator.

IV. T COKC SSION'S NEPA ROLE

A. N_ participation in M0E's NEPA process

NEPA is first and foremst a public participation statute. Public 1 4

participation means that full participation by the public and by state and 1
federal agencies with responsibilities related to the proposed action. In

relation to nuclear waste disposal, the EIS process must include participation

from the public and by the many affected states and by federal agencies,

especially the NRF, at all stages of the process: Scoping, DEIS, FEIS, and

any necessary supplements.

It is important to note that ME's EIS process is related to, but

distinct from the NRC licensing process. 42 U.S.C 10134(f) requires that,

consistent with NEPA, ME must prepare a FEIS to "acoarpany any reccamendation

to the President to approve a site for a repository." That provision wes not

changed by the Nuclear Waste Policy Act Am¢enrxents of 1987 (NWPAA). Thus,

under the NWPA, the first purpose of the FEIS is to provide necessary

information to the decisionmakers - the Secretary of Energy and the President

- regarding final selection of the repository site. m ose Ccmmission

cormments, required by 42 U.S.C. 10134(A)(l)(D), should build upon previous

CcmmTission camments during the scoping process and on the D£IS. Under the

NWPA - and the provision was not changed by the NWPAA - the FEIS might not

5



be used in a licensing proceeding, -sie either the President or the Congress

aould decide not to approae the Secretary's reccurendation, in Utich case the

ite wuld not be subnitted to the Nrc for licensing.

The preanble states (p. 16138) that the NFC will be a comrenting agency,

but the proposed rule does not adequately describe that role as an active,

involved o0uentor. On the contrary, as described in the prcpsed rule, the

Ccmission would effectively not be a commenting agerny at all tdimes in the

NA process, because it uld 'merely ... provide its cilments, froa time to

tine, with respect to enrironrental Iirpacts failling (uic3 within its

Jurisdiction or areas of expertise" (Id.) The NWPA expands the roles of

states and Indian tribes in order to "prauote public confidence in the safety

of disposal of such waste and spent fuel". 42 U.S.C. 10131(a)(6). But in

addition to the expanded role for affected states and tribes and public

involvement, the Crnission should also fulfill its role of proriding expert

analysis of public health and safety issues througout DO's NEPA process.

- 11 parties expect that the Cmmission should use its expertise throughout the

NLA process.

The Crnission should also develcp a mechanism to directly receive

conrents fran interested parties throughout the NEPA process as well as have a

method to review cnmnts received by ME on NEPA issues.

As uentioned above, the Ciammission shguld be an active participant in the

scoping process, in coenting exhaustively on the MIS, and in reviewing the

FEIS. The WC- s views cn the FEIS will certainly be requested by Croress

should a notice of disapproval be filed by the affected state or tribe and

will also necessarily be a part of the licensing proceeding. lbreover, such

views will undoubtedly be reviewed by the ourt of appeals should a challenge

to the adequacy of the FEIS be filed.
6



B. NTF's review of IDE's MEIS 1lrn with the license aMlication

DCE's FEIS is required to be part of the license application. In

addition to reviewing the FEIS and the Safety Analysis Report (SWR), the NKC

should caqgare the SR to the FEIS to ensure that the two docuTents are rot U it)

inconsistent. Differences in the doczments could require revisions to the GR

or ple-ntaticn of the FEIS.

While it is true that WPA has dified the NEPA requirsments for

geologic repositories, neither the IPA, nor the NlPM, require that Yucca

luntain be licensed. And, with the significant limitations noted In the

preandbe, the NWPAA assumes thoroug NkPA review and compliance and full

licensing consideration of all relevant issues, primarily, but rot

exclusively, radiological safety issues.

Additionally, Owngress is no considering a multi-million dollar

Licensing Eri System (LaS). which, as we understand it, will contain many

dox nents related to both envirornmental and radiological safety issues. If 41
;-~Congress really 'intended to severely limit the NYC's licensing review, it

wvuld have specifically said so and would not be apprcpriating substantial

8ums to ensure that all applicable documents are included in an LSS.

C. Scenarics for NEPA review rot considered in the prqposed rule

Perhaps because of the exceptions on the normal requirements for a FEIS,

the prcposed rule seems to assume that the proposed rule will be used cnly for

a FEIS subnitted with the Yucca Mmtain license application. The rule

presumes that the adequacy of the FEIS will be challenged in Court and so that

all issues except radiological safety will be decided by the Oourt, not the

Cbmmission. Hbwever, there are several scenarios that would bring about a

different situation regarding adoption of the FEIS, which seem nrt to have

been considered in the proposed rule.
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1) The only adjudication of the adequacy of the E$S is by the

CQzimssion. Ths situation could arise for a site dtsen by a Negotiator,

ice there ndigt nt be any judicial review of that MS because the affected 5- L

state or tribe would be precluded fron challenging the EIS. Since the ES

wvuld be prepared for the Omissicn's licensing, it could not have been

challenged prior to its s$ftdttai to the Cmnission.

2) There is mn legal challenge to the E1S, but rather parties litigate

all such issues during the licensing proceeding. The Comission mast then | -)3

review the EMS In detail because its final decisicn on adopting the FEIS is

also subject to judicial review, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 10139(a)(l)(A).

3) Both envirrrmental ard radiological safety issues could be included

in judicial review of the FES. In the preanble (p. 16139) the prosed rule

argues that radiological safety "is entrusted solely to the Commissicn," but a q

party to NPA litigation may wll contest radiological safety issues

especially since the FEIS must include perfonnare assessment issues. lb a

xrt could make-findings about eivironrental and radiological safety issues.

4) A Court concludes that a FEIS is- inadequate cn any of a number of

grcunds. The Comission could not then adopt that EIS and %uld have to

require a supplerent. In such a case, the Commission wuld have to fully L1 4J

evaluate all issues decided by the Court to determine the inpacts of the

decisiCn Cn the validity of the license application.

S) A Court decides to delay its decision en the adequacy of the FEIS

pending the Crnisuion's findings as to its adequacy in the licensing

proceeding. in cases %here parties challenge the adequacy of the FEIS, a 4 .4
court might decide to delay its final decision nti1 it reviews the

Ccb~dssion's decision so as to take full advantage of the Conrdssion s

expertise.

6



6) A Curt does not make its decision before the Owmdssion rakes its

licensing decision. Since the WE expects the Cornission to take nor more than

.three years to grant the csmtructicn license (as stated in the Mission Plan,

- Project Deciuion S4-hedule, and Draft 1988 Mission Plan AMrdment), it is quite

posible that a Court Euld not have issued its final order. F'r exagple, the

9th Circuit Court of Appeals has bad challenges to the ME's siting guidelines

since December 1984. The preirble assures that the Court will make its

decision before the to8rission acts.

The proposed rule should be revised to reflect the various alternative

scenarios that have rot been adequately included In the proposed rule. The

varius scenarios require a more flexible approach to reviewing and adopting

the FEIS than the one contemplated in the proposed rule.

D. Prejudice to intervenor perties

The preamble of the proposed rule states:

The preclusive effect of a prior judgment sustaining
DOE' s envircnmental impact statement %wuld not
necessarily be limited to the petitioner of record
in that proceeding. It can be argued that those who
were represented by that petitioner would also be
barred from litigating the -issue in a subsequent
action. (p. 16139)

The acornpmarrying footnote further indicates that "urmbers of the public"

ubo had been represented by state officials "might be precluded, to the sam

extent, from raising the issues anew." (Id.)

The CQmdission shbuld not now be limiting the issues that a party can

raise in the licensing proceeding. The OCbfnission cannot finally determine

'kaa all the parties will be at this time. And it is certainly inappropriate

to prematurely limit what issues parties can raise. It should be noted,

however, that the ommidssion's rules for intervention (10 CFR 2.114) do not

preclude individual citizens or citizens groups fran becaning parties in the

9



licensing proceeding, eve tn ugh the ffected State petitioning for

intervention will be a party.

The oznent and footnote related to lindtations on issues should be

s triken fran the preanble because it is inappropriate and prearture to make

such J.xgrents at this tine.

TV. OCNCLSION

The prcposed rule is seriously flawed in its understanding of the

Clomnissions' NEPA dbligaticns and in seriously reducing the number of

scenarios being considered for adopting the MES. That range does not include

all of the possibilities expressly authrized by the N&PAM. nor does it

reflect a realistic range of likely scenarios for action leading up to the

N Ca decisions. The rule shuld be revised to take into consideration these

issues and then reissued for public = xet. ?brever, the prcposed rule

should also be expanded to describe the Commissions NEPA role prior to the

subedttal of the FEIS in the licensing proceeding.

4
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EDISON ELECTRIC: 4N S T I T UT E The association of electric companies t E -4
.,,4NS ITU E V- A -4PS *2em

1- ill 19th Street. N.W.
- Washangton. D C. 200363691

Tel: (202) 7784400

AFFI-^1, J".

August i, 1988

Mr. Samuel Z. Chilk
Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

DOCKET NUMBER
PROPOSED RULE

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Subject: Proposed Rule on NEPA Review Procedures for Geologic
Repositories for High-Level Waste J53 Fed. Rea.

Dear Mr. Chilk:

On May 5, 1988, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (KRC)
published in the Federal Recister a proposed rule to codify the
NRC's responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969 (REPA) in connection with the licensing of the geologic
repository for high-level radioactive waste. Section 114(f) of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA), as amended by the Nuclear
Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1987 (NWPAA), provides that the NRC,.
in connection with the issuance of a construction authorization and
Nicense for the geologic repository, shall adopt, to the extent
,racticable, the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) prepared by
the Department of Energy (DOE). Section 114(f) further provides
that the adoption "shall be deemed to ilso satisfy the
responsibilites of the Commission under the National Environmental
Policy Act and no further consideration shall be required, except
that nothing in this subsection shall affect any independent
responsibilities of the Commisssion to protect the public health
and safety under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954."

The Edison Electric Institute (EEI) and the Utility Nuclear
Waste Management Group (UNWMG) appreciate the opportunity to submit
comments on the proposed rule. EEI is the association of the
nation's investor-owned electric utilities. -UNWMG is a group of
forty-five electric utilities- providing active oversight of the
implementation of the federal statutes and the regulations related
to radioactive waste management. Together, EEI/UNWMG represent the
majority of the holders of contracts with DOE for disposal of spent
nuclear fuel under the NWPA. To date, electric utilities have paid
over $3.3 billion into the NWPA Nuclear Waste Fund. These funds
are collected from electricity consumers. It is extremely
important to electric utilities and their customers tgfat the
repository licensing be carried out in an efficient and cost-
effective manner.



mr. Samuel J. Chilk
August 4, 1988
~Nge 2

In general, EEI/UNWMG support the approach taken by the NRC in
its proposed rule. We agree that, as stated in the supplementary
information accompanying the rule, the NWPA "reflects a judgment
that the Commission is to concern itself primarily with issues of
health and safety rather than the other kinds of issues that are
ordinarily considered in the context of reviews under NEPA."
Congress intended, through passage of NWPA, to amend substantively
the requirements of NEPA as they apply to the high-level nuclear
waste program. The NWPA legislative history is clear that Congress
intended to limit the scope of the NEPA review for the high-level
waste repository by excluding issues such as the need for the
repository, its timing, alternatives to geologic disposal, and
alternate sites and also to avoid NRC's duplication of the NEPA
reviews carried out by DOE. The NRC's responsibility under NWPA is
to address and resolve radiological safety issues in the repository
licensing pursuant to the NRC's mandate under the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954, as amended, and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as
amended.

Notwithstanding EEI/UNWMG's general support for the KRC's
overall approach, we have a number of concerns that are delineated
in an enclosure to this letter that we would urge the Commission to
consider. As a general principle, we believe that regulations
should be stated as clearly and unambiguously as possible so that
<'-l parties affected by the regulatory process (i.e., licensees,
-C staff and the public) will be able to understand better the

'itent and effect of the regulations and comport their actions
accordingly. The comments in the enclosure are provided with that
goal in mind.

We appreciate this opportunity to respond to the Commission's
notice of ;roposed rulemaking. We wooei be pleased to respond to
any questions or otherwise be of assistance to the Commission as it
addresses this matter.

Sincerely yours,

JEn/mlof
Enclosure



Enclosure

EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE
and

UTILITY NUCLEAR WASTE MANAGEMENT GROUP

Additional Comments on
Proposed Rule on NEPA Review Procedures for Geologic

Repositories for High-Level Waste (53 Fed. Req. 16131=

EEI/UNWHG agree with the NRC that Congress, in passing the
NWPA, substantively modified the requirements of NEPA as they
apply to the high-level nuclear waste program. Although
EEI/UNWMG support the general approach taken by the NRC in the
proposed rule, we strongly urge the NRC to incorporate the
following comments when it issues the final rule.

o Procedure to Determine the Practicability of EIS Adoption

Proposed section 51.109 establishes a mechanism to
determine whether it is practicable for the NRC to adopt DOE's
EIS. The proposal would have the NRC Staff present its position
on the practicability of adoption in the licensing hearing. Any
other party to the proceeding could then submit contentions

,'--rquing that adoption was not practicable, which contentions
?uld then be decided by the presiding officer, i.e., the Atomic

_-afety and Licensing Board designated to the hearing proceeding.
Our major concern is that, these practicability issues, as
contentions in the repository hearing, will inevitably interfere
with the primary focus of the proceeding, which is to address
issues affecting public health and safety. These practicabilitv

stues should be resolv bi 44 C n" M d thb
torv arena. There is no requirement that these issues be'

blan-dieas part of the adjudicatory hearing process, either in
NEPA, NWPA, NWPAA, the Atomic Energy Act, or the Energy
Reorganization Act. To add another level of unnecessary
administrative procedure would be inconsistent with the schedule
constraints that Congress has imposed on the repository licensing
process.

o Timing of Practicability Determination

Proposed section 51.109 contemplates that the NRC Staff
would not present its position on whether it is practicable to
adopt DOE's EIS until there is a proceeding. The proposed rule
also contemplates that the final determination on adoption would
not occur until after parties to the proceeding had been
admitted. The statutory framework of the NWPA does not require
that the adoption determination await the commencement of the
tjudicatory hearing. Indeed, NRC will best be able to achieve

,.ie three-year timetable for issuing its final decision on the



issuance of a construction authorization, NWPA section 114(d), if
-the adoption determination is made prior to the hearing process

'and-outside the adjudicatory arena). It would be unreasonable
;o wait until parties have been admitted to the proceeding before
learning whether NRC would have to prepare its own EIS. The NWPA
schedule should allow adequate time for NRC to make its
determination before the start of the hearing.

Under NWPA section 114(a), DOE must make the final EIS
available at the same time as it recommends approval of the
repository site to the President. The draft EIS will have been
available well before that time. The President must then submit
the recommendation to Congress (ref. NWPA (as amended) section
114(a)(2)(A)). A minimum of sixty days would then elapse before
the recommendation becomes effective (ref. NWPA section 115(b)).
And an additional period of time, not to exceed ninety days,,
would then occur before DOE submits the application to the NRC.
Several more months would likely elapse before the parties to the
proceeding have been admitted. Thus, from the time that DOE's
draft EIS is formally transmitted to NRC until the adjudicatory f

proceeding gets underway, the NRC would probably have six monthsi
or more to decide whether, and to what extent, it is practicable'
to adopt the DOE EIS.

There is no justification to delay the decision pending the'
start of the adjudicatory hearing. Nor would NRC lose thei
ability to obtain public input on its determination by making

,.,that determination promptly. At the time that DOE issues its,
raft and final EISs, NRC can solicit comments from interested

.varties on the practicability of KRC's adoption of the DOE EIS.
KRC would thus be able to provide the state and public]
participation generally contemplated by MWWA section 111(a) (6) ,
and at the same time avoid needless delay and unnecessary
complexity.

o Judicial Review

NWPA specifies the time period and manner in which
challenges to DOE's implementation of KWPA must be filed. The
NRC licensing process should not provide an independent avenue
for a legal challenge with respect to the same issues. The NRC's
evaluation of the preclusive effect of Section 119 of the KWPA
comprehensively and appropriately addresses that issue. however,
some statements in the supplementary information to the proposed
rule could be read to imply that the NRC might allow its
decision on adopting DOE's EIS to be stalled during the pendency
of litigation on the EIS, or even during the 180 day period
provided by the NWPA for filing legal challenges to DOE's
issuance of the EIS. Such delay would make it difficult, if not
impossible, for the NRC to satisfy the mandate established by the
U.S. Congress for the NRC to complete the licensing of the
repository within a three-year period.
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Moreover, there is no reason for the NRC to delay '.ts
process. From a legal standpoint the NWPA imposes no obligation
jn the NRC to stay its licensing proceedings pending review of
0E's EIS. It does not even require the President or Congress to

defer action on a Secretary's recommendation of site approval in
the event of a legal challenge to the EIS. If the site
designation is permitted to take effect, the Secretary is
reguired to submit an application for construction authority to
the NRC within 90 days. Again, there is no provision for a stay
of the orderly process set forth in the NWPA in the event that
the EIS becomes subject to litigation. From a practical
standpoint the NRC itself has stated that *. . . a final judgment
of radiological safety can only be Dade at the conclusion of the
adjudicatory licensing process." The mere fact that the DOE EIS
has not emerged from judicial scrutiny at any particular point in
the process is no grounds for the NRC to halt that process
pending final resolution of legal challenges to the DOE EIS. The
hearing process itself will not entail "any irreversible and 5
irretrievable commitment of resources" under NEPA so as to
warrant a halt of the process.

The NRC should, therefore, add language to the final rule
explicitly stating that the licensing proceeding, including the
determination of practicability, need not await the outcome of
any litigation as to the adequacy of DOE's EIS. Should a court
subsequently rule that the EIS is deficient, the NRC can
appropriately revisit its practicability determination or take
s-uch other actions as may be necessary.

,A Satisfaction of NEPA Reauirements

Congress, in enacting the KWPA and NWPAA, significantly/
modified what would have been the nature of DOE's and NRC's
responsibilities under NEPA as they apply to the licensing of a
high-level nuclear waste repository. NRC's health and safety
responsibilities under the Atomic Energy Act remain unchanged.
NWPA expressly provides that to the extent the NRC adopts the DOE
EIS "no further consideration" by the NRC is required under NEPA.
The NWPA unequivocally makes DOE the lead agency to satisfy NEPA
requirements pertaining to the high-level waste repository. NRC
correctly concludes that 0(tjhe Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982
reflects a judgment that the Commission is to concern itself
primarily with issues of health and safety rather than the other
kinds of issues that are ordinarily considered in the context or
reviews under NEPA." The final rule and accompanying
supplemental information should be modified to re-emphasize that
the NRC's responsibility to address and resolve radiological
safety issues in the licensing hearing is not to be burdened with
continued analysis of andochallenge on NEPA-related matters.

3



. e' i psciRline of the Licensing Process

it is in the interest of the parties to the licensing
proceeding (i.e., DOE, NRC and the public) for the NRC to adopt,
consistent with its formal rules, appropriate protocols and
management discipline in the licensing proceeding to ensure that
issues are properly evaluated and a timely decision rendered.
To provide necessary administrative controls over the licensing
process for the NRC to meet the three-year licensing schedule,
the NRC should modify Section 51.109 to provide a time period £4
within which the NRC staff must present its position on the
practicability of adopting the DOE EIS and the filing of any
necessary supplemental information, for example, 90 days after
publication of the EIS. In the event that the NRC fails to adopt
our comment to remove the practicability determination from the
adjudicatory hearing, the rule should include a similar provision
with respect to the time by which contentions regarding the
practicality of the DOE EIS must be filed, for example, the date
on which initial contentions are due or 90 days after EIS
issuance, whichever is later.

o Practicality of Adoption by NRC of the DOE EIS

As the NRC explained in its supplemental information to the
proposed rule, "(tthe adoption of the statement does not

-necessarily mean that NRC would independently have arrived at the
same conclusions on matters of fact or policy." (53 Fed. Reg. at
.s6142). Rather, the NRC recognizes that it should defer to DOE's
judgments on matters not related to safety findings that the
Commission must make under 10 CFR Part -60. It would be
appropriate for that important concept to be embodied in the rule
itself.

To eliminate any possible misunderstanding, the NRC should
clarify in its final rule that the criteria to be used in
evaluating the extent to which it is practicable for the NRC to
adopt the DOE EIS are those provided in NEPA and subsequent
judicial interpretations. The NRC should clarify that it 5'i
intends to make its own NEPA-mandated findings, including an
independent balancing of relevant factors, gnly to the extent
that it does not adopt the DOE EIS (i.e., because of new
information or new considerations). Such findings would apply
only when the NRC itself must prepare an EIS or a supplemental
EIS.

C * * * * *
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Mr. Samuel Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington. DC 20555

Attn: Docketing and'Service Branch

Dear Hr. Chilk:

In accordance with Section 309 of the Clean Air Act, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's proposed rule for NEPA Review Procedures for
Geologic Repositories for the High-level Waste (53 FR 16131). EPA belie~es
that the proposed rule reflects the appropriate requirements under the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act, as amended. We do not have any further comments
to offer.

4-I

If you have
(382-5909) of my

any questions,
staff.

please contact Dr. W. Alexander Williams

Sincerely.

j4. /
R chard E. Sanderson
Director
Office of Federal Activities

I.
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Samuel Chilk r0Ctc ;; : T At :

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington. D.C. 20555

Attn: Docketing and Sevice Branch

Re: Proposed changes to 10 CFR Parts 2, 51, and 60, NEPA Review Procedures
for Geologic Repositories for Figh-Level Waste.

To Whom it Ray Concern.

This letter contains the comments of the Sierra Club on the Commission's
proposal to change its procedural requirements and obligations in regard to
the preparation of NEPA documentation in connection with the design,
development, construction, and permitting and licensing of the nation's
first geological repository for commercial and defense high-level
radioactive waste.

The Sierra Club is a national conservation organization representing more
than 450,000 members. We have been directly Involved with the federal
effort to Institute a system for the storage and disposal of nuclear waste
nimaterials for over 15 years. We participated extensively in the legislative
debates which led to the enactment of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982
(NWPA), and the subsequent amendments to that Act. We have also
participated at various levels of the implementation of the Act,-;including
our recent participation in the Commission's negotiated rulemaking on the
subject of the Licensing Information Support System for a HLW repository.

After reviewing the Commission's proposed changes, we must express our
concern that they amount, in total, to a radical abdication of the
Commission's traditional and necessary responsibility to assure the safety
of the public and the protection of the human environment in the process of
determining the licensability of the nation's first HLW repository. We v
believe that this abdication is both unwise and contrary to Congressional
intent, and that, if carried through as proposed, it will result in a severe
loss of credibility for the Commission in Its key role as the ultimate
licensing authority for this unprecedented project.

We have also reviewed the letter of comment submitted to the Commission on
this issue by the Environmental Defense Fund (dated 8/2/88), and we endorse
and wish to be associated with the conclusions reached in the EDF letter,
including each of the seven numbered specific criticisms made of the
Commission proposal.

We urge the Commission to reconsider this effort to relieve itself of its
NEPA obligations, to withdraw the proposed rulemaklng, and to propose a more

'When we try to peck out anything by Itself. we find it Nitched to everything ele in the universe. Johrn Muir
National Headquarters 730 Polk Steet. San Fncisco, CAlifornia 94109 1415) 77621)t1



modest set of procedural'amendments which vill conform the Commission'es
procedures as necessary to the dictates of the JPUA as amended, without
overthrowing its responsibilities to accomplish a NEPA review of the full

-scope of DOE's proposed action and the impacts associated with it as a basis
or the Commission's licensing review.

As the Federal agency with the responsibility to make the ultimate
determination of the licensability of the facility proposed to be developed
by the Department of Energy (DOE). the Commission Is clearly responsible for
framing the Issues for which elaboration and decision is necessary to form
an adequate basis on which to grant or reject DOE's application for a
materials license (and by implication, for a construction authorization).

The drift of the CommLssion's proposal, unfortunately, runs In exactly the
opposite direction. That is, under these changes, and under the dubious
theory that the Congress has Implicitly crowned DOE as "the lead agency' for
all parts of the HLW repository development and licensing effort, the
Commission would unilaterally charge DOE with the responsibility to frame
the Issues in advance of, and as a basis for, the Commission's own licensing
proceeding. This Includes an extraordinary invitation (53 FR 16141,
'Submission of Environmental Information,' proposal at 10 CFR 51.67), for 7- 3
DOE to present evidence and argument to the Commission as to the
consequences of license denial. Although the Commission must certainly
consider the consequences of license denial In making Its final
determination, and although DOE may very well provide Its views and
pertinent information to the Commission, it Is hardly the proper role of the
applicant agency to provide the analytical basis on which the Commission
bases Its consideration. For is it proper for the Commission to place
exclusive reliance on an applicant's analysis of such issues. This is
particularly true where Congress has limited the Commission's consideration
of alternatives to the proposed action.

It would be extremely unfortunate if the Commission were to be diverted, in
its decision making process, from its legally required duty to provide for
the public health and safety and the protection of the environment in
saecific regard to the proposed action, and instead to implicitly embrace a
decision process In which the real standard is not radiological safety at
all, but rather whether. on the balance of evidence presented in an
environmental document prepared entirely by the applicant, the permitting
and licensing of the proposed action is somehow ObetterO than the status guo

Although the Commission cloaks Its proposed changes in a detailed and rather
contorted reading of the legislative history of the NWPA, the actual bases
for the proposal are reducible to three: the specific restrictions on the
scope of the E£S, and particularly its discussion of alternatives,
stipulated in the KWPA, Congress' general injunction to the Commission to
adopt the DOE EIS *as far as practicable,' and the CommlssLon's ad hoc (and
presumably) clairvoyant judgments about the course of an essentially
unprecedented environmental review and licensing proceeding.

There is no question that Congress did specifically limit the consideration
of alternatives in the DOE EIS. NKA section 114(f) declares, essentially,
that certain issues are outside the scope of Commission review, not because



they would not normally fall within the Comlission's jurisdiction, but
- because they have been decided by the Congress itself. These issues are 1)

te need for a repository; 2) alternatives to deep geologic storage; 3) the
-. iming of Initial availability of the repository; and 4) alternatives to the
Ievada site, if that site is recommended by DOE.

Unfortunately, beyond this most basic point, the Commission's tortured
reading of Congressional intent has led it to propose a narrowing of its
environmental review and protection responsibilities way out of line vith
common sense and the language of the Act. Congress' direction to adopt the
DOE EIS to the extent practicable was clearly Intended to avoid the
unnecessary duplication of effort of preparing two entirely separate
environmental statements on the same facility. By no reasonable reading can
it be interpreted to relieve the Comnission of Its fundamental
responsibility to pass on the environmental adequacy of DOE's proposed action.

The Commission's proposal Ignores this fact, assumes in advance the adequacy
of DOE's EIS, creates an arbitrary and unwise presumption in favor of
adopting DOE's EIS, and raises unnecessary hurdles in the face of any party
which seeks to challenge the adoption of part or all of the document.

Perhaps the most glaring defect in the proposed rule is the standard It
erects for the presiding officer In making the determination of the
practicability of adopting DOE's EIS (proposal at 10 CFR 51.109 (c)).
Nowhere here Is there any indication that the presiding officer may decline
to adopt the EIS if it, or any part of It, Is inadequate, incomplete, in
error, or otherwise deficient. The presiding officer may not, under this

-. proposal, decline to adopt the DOE EIS, even If It has been found legally
Insufficient, unless 'the action proposed to be taken by the Co=mLssion

-.- 'differs from the action proposed by DOE, and unless this difference
significantly impacts the human envtronment.

Aside from the problem of what is meant by a 'difference' between the
applicant's proposed action and that of the Commisslon, this standard seems
to erect an impossibly high hurdle for rejecting DOE's EIS, and,
concomitantc;, drastically and unacceptably a"'cates the Commission s
authority and obligation to assure the protection of the public health,
safety, and the environment In discharging its licensing responsibilities.

The Commission would be better off withdrawing this proposal and proposing a
rule which reflects the changes in procedure necessary under the NVPA
without giving away the basic authorities and obligations on which its
licensing role is founded.

Sincerely,

Washington


